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Lombardo may follow Gillespie’s
feeling for the Las Vegas Tribune
By Alexandra Cohen
Las Vegas Tribune
Sheriff candidate Joe Lombardo
refused to appear on Face The Tribune or to meet with the Editorial
Board of Las Vegas Tribune because he does “not like what the Las
Vegas Tribune contributor Norm
Jahn writes” about him.
The managing team of the newspaper believes that Lombardo is full
of excuses when it comes to the Las
Vegas Tribune and refuses to better
the relationship that the present administration of the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department under
Sheriff Doug Gillespie has with the
Las Vegas Tribune and which he
created since he took over after being elected to that position.
Lombardo is giving the impression that he is planning to maintain
the same antagonistic and discriminatory relationship with the weekly
newspaper created by his boss because the newspaper refused to support or endorse him in the last two
election cycles.

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

We all know that rain is necessary for many reasons, especially
here in Las Vegas where the rain is
very scarce and sporadic, but rain
in our beautiful city is also very
dangerous.
Every street in Las Vegas turns
into a lake or a river when it rains
and the drivers do not seem to realize the dangers of driving fast and
careless while the police are perhaps responding to other calls.
Charleston Boulevard, as always, is as deep as the ocean on
Marina Del Rey, California; Oakey
Boulevard is not much different
despite the fact that Public Works,
the water company, and many other
utility companies spend the whole
year fixing that street; they finish
and they start up again; they fix it,
only to fix again... and again, but
the water when it rains is still deeper
than Lake Mead.
Due to rainfall in the Carpenter
One burn area once again, portions
of Grand Teton Drive east of U.S.
95 are once more experiencing
flooding. Motorists should avoid
Grand Teton between Buffalo and
Rainbow; city officials advised and
suggested taking Farm Road as an
alternate route.
People need to learn how to
drive in Las Vegas when it rains in
order to avoid accidents and avoid
more serious consequences; it is
better to be late than never because
never could mean hospitalization or
death.
And because of the heavy rains
last Monday, I miss visiting with
Larry Burns who stopped by the
office to chat with us at the Las
Vegas Tribune office because Larry
Burns does not have a problem with
the people’s newspaper and/or with
this writer; Larry Burns is not afraid
to visit the Las Vegas Tribune and
or to be seen talking to this poor
Cuban refugee with a big mouth,
who speaks what he feels.
On Monday I was not in the office because I don’t like to drive
when it’s raining (that happens
when people get old and cannot afford a chauffer), but because Sheriff Candidate Larry Burns is used
to seeing me in the office all the
time, he assumed that I was there
and stopped by with his son to converse and to confirm his appearance
on Face The Tribune in two weeks.
However, the popular Sheriff
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

who the Las Vegas Tribune was
ready to endorse when he decided
not to run for a second term; but the
newspaper could not follow
Young’s decision of supporting
Gillespie. Neither the newspaper
nor the endorsement committee felt
or believed that Gillespie was a
positive candidate then, or a good
sheriff after being elected.
“Not once, even by mistake, did
we believe that Gillespie was a
positive candidate for sheriff — and
history has proven us right; all we
have to do is to take a look at his
record, the rising crime in the community, the low morale among the
decent and hard-working police officers on the streets, and the frustration of the rank-and-file, of those
who care for the department,” explained Las Vegas Tribune founder
and publisher Rolando Larraz, who
has voiced his opposition to
Gillespie since day one.
We know that Lombardo has

been secluded in his office for a
very long time; he has not been seen
anywhere, and everyone is of the
opinion that his regime would just
be a continuation of the Gillespie
regime, being a “ghost sheriff” to
the community and seen only by the
gaming executives and the elite
circle of those who believe they are
above the law and above everyone
else.
Despite the opinion of Gillespie
that Larraz has a conspiracy theory
mentality, the fact is that crime is
not down as the sheriff likes to mislead the public into believing; in
fact, the citizens of Las Vegas are
in danger when out and about on
the same streets they once used to
swarm.
In just one week, for example,
the same mainstream media and
television channels that bow to the
Gillespie administration have reported many crimes. “Two people
were hospitalized after suffering

gunshot wounds Thursday night,”
reported a local television station on
August 1.
“Police say a vehicle pulled up
to a fast food restaurant near Nellis
Boulevard and Bonanza Road
shortly before 9 p.m. The two males
inside the vehicle had been shot”
and many people wonder how
many families may take their kids
to eat at that fast food establishment
and risk being in the middle of a
shooting.
But that is not important to
Gillespie, Lombardo or anyone in
the administration because the area
of Nellis Boulevard and Bonanza
Road is predominantly a Latino
area far from the world-famous and
wealthy Strip that has given
Lombardo over one million dollars
in campaign contributions.
Another Hispanic, Manuel
Guadalupe Acosta, died of a gunshot wound to the chest late
(See Lombardo, Page 4)

By Alexandra Cohen
Las Vegas Tribune
Fran Deane is no longer part of
the radiotribune.com, team. She has
taken herself elsewhere, and she
posted on her Facebook page the
following: “I’ve moved to one of
the most respected online news
sources in Las Vegas! I hope you
will like my new show “Political
Madness” as well as stick with
“Let’s Get Started.” Thank you for
your loyalty.”
Ms. Deane is not authorized to
promote, sell, act or speak on behalf of radiotribune.com or the Las

FRAN DEANE
Vegas Tribune newspaper any
longer. We believe that those read-

ing this can read between the lines
and we need not say how we viewed
her unexpected departure or the fact
that she moved to “one of the most
respected online news sources in
Las Vegas” while at the same time
disrespecting the only company that
gave her a second chance after her
turbulent and troubled past.
When Ms. Deane was taken out
of her elected position by former
Clark County District Attorney
David Roger, Las Vegas Tribune
opened its door to her, giving her a
radio show of her own.
After years of being out of Las

Vegas’ jurisdiction, Deane came
back, and the Las Vegas Tribune
once again gave her the opportunity
to establish herself in a better circle.
Unfortunately, Ms. Deane did not
seem to mix well with the Las Vegas Tribune team, apparently still
dealing with some inner and ongoing conflict and creating ongoing,
unnecessary and unwanted drama.
“We thank Fran Deane for her
contribution to radiotribune.com
and we wish her all the luck in the
world in any future endeavor she
chooses to pursue,” said Rolando
Larraz, owner of the radio station.

By Linda Feldmann
Christian Science Monitor
President Obama has become
known for his aggressive use of
executive power. Faced with a
balky Congress that is unwilling to
move his agenda or compromise on
most matters, he says he has no
choice. But House Speaker John
Boehner (R) of Ohio isn’t impressed, and plans to sue. Here are
our picks for Mr. Obama’s most
controversial uses of executive
power:
1. The Affordable Care Act
— Employer Mandate Delay
The House lawsuit will center on
one element of the ACA: the requirement that large employers
(those with 50 or more workers)
provide health coverage or pay a
penalty. That provision was originally due to go into effect in January 2014, but the Obama administration has delayed that deadline
twice, and it is now January 2016.
The Treasury Department issued
rules in February 2014 spelling out
the second delay.
The rationale for the delay was
to allow companies more time to
adjust to providing coverage. But
Republicans accused the White
House of trying to avoid another

In this June 15, 2012, file photo, Ricky Campos (left) and Katye Hernandez, both illegal immigrants originally
from El Salvador, who live in Silver Spring, Md., hold signs saying “Thank You President Obama” in
Washington, D.C. The group Casa de Maryland rallied outside the White House in support of the president’s
announcement that the U.S. government will stop deporting and begin granting work permits to younger
illegal immigrants who were brought to the U.S. by their parents when they were children.
Obamacare controversy before the date is just one of many changes to rulemaking up to the relevant govNovember midterms. And they ar- the ACA ordered by the Obama ernment agencies. But in other
gued that individuals should have administration without congres- cases, a law is explicit, and unilatbeen given a reprieve.
sional approval. In some cases, a eral changes by the administration
The delay to the employer man- law is left vague, leaving
(See Abuses, Page 6)

JOE LOMBARDO
The newspaper looks at what is
best for the community and the Las
Vegas Tribune’s record speaks for
itself when the newspaper endorsed
most of the Democrat Clark County
Commissioners before the endorsement process was eliminated.
Gillespie inherited his position
from former Sheriff Bill Young,

Fran Deane no longer at the Tribune

Has Obama abused executive power?
His 5 most controversial power uses.

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

A Half Truth is a Whole Lie

By Gordon Martines
Nowhere is this phrase more
apparent than when dealing with the
mainstream news media,which
keeps throwing out their biased and
unfounded opinions about the
Bundy Ranch situation.
Half truths, specifically made to
steer and divert the public’s opin-

ion away from what really happened at the Bundy ranch, are
somewhat characteristic of how the
mainstream puppet-media is told
what to say by the LVMPD.
As in the Bundy ranch situation,
the timeline is very important when
reporting the actual events as they
occurred. For those who have for-

gotten, BLM Federal agents beat up
and tazered 8-10 law-abiding
American Citizens protesting the
actions of Federally contracted
cattle wranglers; they had contracted military-type armed snipers,
in their perches, threatening the use
of deadly force; they used numerous Federal law enforcement-type

vehicles, personnel and resources,
to restrict the movement of people
on public roadways and against
their neighbor and fellow rancher,
Cliven Bundy, and his family.
Only after these above events
occurred, did the volunteer state
militia, Oath Keepers, and Consti(See From the Desk, Page 4)
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Border crisis: HHS to close three
interim shelters for migrant children
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has secured enough alternative small
shelters for migrant children to shutter three interim shelters set up on military bases.

By Noelle Swan
Christian Science Monitor
The federal government will
close three interim shelters set up
on U.S. military bases to house migrant children apprehended while
crossing the border, according to
media reports.
Beginning this week, the U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services will shutter emergency
shelters in California, Texas, and
Oklahoma, The New York Times
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Quote of the Week:

“We cannot hold a torch to
light another’s path without
brightening our own.”
—Ben Sweetland

Please Note:

Although the Las Vegas Tribune
is open to all and sundry opinions about what we publish, we
wish to inform all those who
choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
for adhering to this policy.

and Los Angeles Times reported
Monday.
“We are able to take this step
because we have proactively expanded capacity to care for children in standard shelters, which are
significantly less costly facilities.
At the same time, we have seen a
decrease in the number of children
crossing the southwest border,”
HHS spokesman Kenneth Wolfe
said, in a statement.
The federal government appended the shelters in May and
June in response to the surge of
unaccompanied children, mostly
from El Salvador, Guatemala, and
Honduras, flooding the U.S.Mexico border. In that time, the
three military facilities have
housed 7,700 children seeking refuge.
President Obama requested
$3.7 billion in funds to house and
process the waves of children, but
lawmakers were unable to pass any
new funding before leaving for a
(See Shelters, Page 4)

A view of the sleeping quarters at the Naval Base Ventura County Temporary Shelter in Port Hueneme,
Calif., in this Department of Homeland Security handout photo released June 12. Three interim shelters that
have housed thousands of children who have come unaccompanied to the United States from Central America
will close within weeks, top U.S. newspapers reported Aug. 4.

(Continued from Page 1)
Candidate called me at home and
talked with me for a short time
before getting back to John Thomas and the rest of the Las Vegas
Tribune staff; during that short
conversation, I took the opportunity to invite Captain Larry Burns
to address the Spanish community
by appearing with me on the
Miguel Barrientos radio show on
KRLV-Am next Wednesday August 13, at 4 p.m.
As you all probably know, a few
weeks ago Miguel Barrientos, the
most popular Spanish talk show
host, asked me to play second base
on the last hour of his show every
Wednesday, and I was honored by
his request; so if you’d like to
brush up on your Spanish, tune in
and listen to Miguel and I discuss
the latest on the local political
scene. Miguel and I do not agree
too often, but the public loves our
arguments on the air.
Next week we are going to
prove to the audience, on Miguel
Barrientos’ radio show, what I have
been saying all along about Larry
Burns being the best sheriff the
Latino community could have
when it comes time for the November 4 election.
I might make mistakes, but I
never lie (remember Tony
Montana”s quote that appears on
my Facebook page: “I always tell
the truth even when I lie”) and I
would never support anyone that
is not the best candidate for the
community as a whole. That is why
I have been saying all along that
Larry Burns is the best candidate
and is best for the community as a
whole, Spanish or not, and should
be elected as the next Sheriff of
Clark County.
Gee! I am glad that the Las Vegas Tribune has decided not to endorse candidates any more because
if this doesn’t sound like an en-

dorsement, then I don’t know what
it is.
I don’t take orders from the powerful U.S. Senator and Majority
Leader Harry Reid on who to support or who not to support because I
am not afraid of anyone; that is the
benefit of living in an almost-free
country where one has the right to
like a candidate or not and even if
the elections are rigged, we still have
the right to vote for whomever we
prefer, and Sheriff Douglas Gillespie
knows that firsthand because neither
I nor this newspaper supported him
— ever.
I do not play both sides of the
fence; either I am in favor of one
candidate or against another, but I
won’t pretend to be with both because that is not ethical, and it is
called hypocrisy.
Maybe I should stay out of politics because I am not too good in
picking winners, I would have been
a terrible odds-maker if I picked
races as I pick candidates.
I went to bat for Governor Robert List and he was a one-term Governor because, in my opinion, he
failed the voters; I went against a
good sheriff to support John
McCarthy and that was another onetime elected official because he
turned out to be the second worst
sheriff Clark County ever had:
Gillespie is in the all-time number
one slot for that.
But this time is different; I know
that because I am a little wiser and a
little more experienced. I know that
Larry Burns is the right person for
the job with the support of the rank
and file. That is what counts because
they are the heart and soul of the
department.
Larry Burns is out there with his
officers and I have the feeling that
he would not be a Sheriff that hides
behind his desk and only comes out
to pick up envelopes from campaign
contributors.

My Point of View

Just tell me when was the last
time that anyone has seen Sheriff
Douglas Gillespie out and about
fraternizing with the “regulars” in
the community? When was the last
time Sheriff Douglas Gillespie was
seen at a breakfast with Hispanics
in Politics or lunch with the Latin
Chamber of Commerce? And both
organizations have endorsed Sheriff Gillespie’s hand-picked successor? Go figure! (Why would they
want more of the same?)
But let’s be a little more realistic because these Spanish organization endorsements are not going to
elect anyone. When was the last
time anyone has seen Sheriff
Gillespie have lunch at Chicago
Joe’s, the Golden Nugget or Triple
George?
That is why Oscar Goodman is
still my favorite mayor of all time.
I supported him from day one when
no one wanted a MOB lawyer as a
mayor of Las Vegas even if Las
Vegas was built by alleged MOB

figures and MOB money.
Once I attended a press meeting
at City Hall and Oscar introduced
me as his friend and “a man that is
not afraid to write the truth” right
in front of all the journalists that
attended the meeting.
I am a friend to my friends and
sometimes I get hit in the back or
betrayed, but that is part of life; that
is part of being in the public eye,
but I don’t complain because this
is the profession I chose and I am
man enough to take the good with
the bad.
But one thing I am sure of: I am
glad to be part of this wonderful city
that I call an adult Disneyland!
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at (702) 699-8111.

Tune in to
RadioTribune
Tune in and listen to those who will tell you
the truth, and nothing but the truth. You’ll
discover different personalities and hear
different opinions, but when it comes to the
facts, you’ll always get the truth from us!

www.RadioTribune.com
Call-In Line (702) 772-8082

MISSION
STATEMENT

We search for the truth, embrace the truth, and print the truth.
If we inadvertently print something that is not true, we will let
our readers know. We are open to
documented information to shed
light on any issue of concern to
our readers. We are of service to
our community, and it is our intention to serve our community
the best way we can.

RECEIVE A FREE COPY OF THE LAS VEGAS TRIBUNE EVERY WEEK!
To receive a complimentary link to every new issue of the Las Vegas Tribune, please send
an email to circulation@lasvegastribune.com and give us the email address where you
would like your copy sent. We look forward to having you as a subscriber to our publication.
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Newly appointed Secretary of Veterans Affairs
to address injured veterans in Las Vegas

Robert McDonald
The 8th Secretary of Veterans
Affairs Robert McDonald will be
addressing thousands of ill and injured veterans at the DAV (Disabled
American Veteran) National Convention at Bally’s Las Vegas Hotel
and Casino in Las Vegas Saturday,
Aug. 9, 8:30 a.m. at the Joint Opening Session.
McDonald’s first address to the
veterans service community will focus on his plans to reform the Veterans Administration which has
been wrought with turmoil since the
swell of controversy over misconduct, records falsification and apparent systemic problems deep
within the VA health care system
were revealed. McDonald comes to
the VA after 33 years at Procter &
Gamble, where he most recently
served as CEO, President and
Chairman of the Board of the Fortune 500 Company.
*****
National
My Social Security Week
Submitted by Maria ArtistaCuchna, Acting Associate Commissioner for the Office of External
Affairs
We are excited to announce that
August 17- 23, 2014 will mark the
first National my Social Security
Week! During this week, Social Security will host numerous events
and activities across the country to
raise awareness about the benefits
of having a my Social Security account and to encourage the public
to sign up for their account at
w w w. s o c i a l s e c u r i t y. g o v /
myaccount. Our message for the
campaign will be “Prepare for your
SOMEDAY: Join the millions and
discover your benefits. Open a my
Social Security account.”
Why should your constituents
open a free my Social Security account?

Individuals can use their my Social Security account to access their
Social Security Statement to check
their earnings and get estimates of
future retirement, disability, and
survivor benefits they or their families may receive. If individuals already receive Social Security benefits, they can get benefit verification letters, change their address
and phone number, and start or
change their direct deposit information.
We need your help!
As part of my Social Security
Week, please partner with us by
hosting sign-up events, posting information on your website and social media outlets, and supporting
our campaign through Thunderclap.
You can find all the resources you
need to support this campaign at
h t t p : / / s o c i a l s e c u r i t y. g o v /
myaccount/materials.html.
We hope that you will join us in
our efforts to make National my Social Security Week a success. If you
will be supporting our campaign or
are interested in getting some additional information, please drop us
a note at oea.net.post@ssa.gov and
someone on my staff will contact
you directly.
As always, thank you for your
continued support, and we look forward to working with you.
*****
Blood drive at Texas Station
Gambling Hall & Hotel
Friday, August 8, 9am —
12:30pm at the Texas Station Gambling Hall & Hotel, Dallas Room,
2101 Texas Star Lane North Las
Vegas. Find the hero in you! Volunteer blood donors are needed in
Las Vegas year-round. All donors
at the Texas Station Gambling Hall
& Hotel blood drive will receive
one free voucher to the Feast Buffet and two free admissions to see
the Tina Turner and Stevie Wonder
tribute concert on Aug. 30. All donors in August will also receive a

voucher for two free admissions to
see Gordie Brown at the Golden
Nugget and a buy-one-get-one-free
admission to the Adventuredome at
Circus Circus. Donors are encouraged to make an appointment and
can do so by calling 877-827-4376
*****
Jerry Lewis:
Painted Pictures
Friday, August 8, 9am — 5pm
at 4505 S. Maryland Parkway. The
UNLV Marjorie Barrick Museum is
pleased to announce the opening of
PAINTED PICTURES, an exhibition of original photographs by
famed actor/director/comedian/
singer/ philanthropist, Jerry Lewis.
An avid and obsessive photographer throughout his entire lifetime,
Jerry Lewis created this unique
body of work during the 50’s, 60’s
and 70’s. Known to always have a
camera by his side, his knowledge
and use of the camera as a vehicle
for expression is notably extraordinary. It is the strength of these
works that allows this multi-talented entertainer to add the title of
“artist/photographer.” The exhibition is curated by Michele C. Quinn,
MCQ Fine Art.
*****
Mt. Charleston Arts
and Crafts Show
Saturday, August 9, 10am —
4pm at The Resort on Mount
Charleston, Mount Charleston. The
Mount Charleston Arts and Crafts
Show is hosting its fifth annual
event from 10am to 5pm, on both
Saturday, August 9, and Sunday,
August 10, at The Resort at Mount
Charleston (formerly The Mount
Charleston Hotel). Fine art, jewelry,
clothing, fiber arts, toys, pet supplies, baby and children’s clothing,
home dÈcor, and other crafts will
be featured. All crafts are handmade
by local Las Vegas artisans. This
show is known for only featuring
local artists and handmade crafts
and art. Food will also be available.

There will be musical entertainment
on Sunday only. Admission is free.
*****
Pahrump Valley Museum
Lecture Series
Saturday, August 9, 1pm at
Pahrump Valley Museum, 401 E.
Basin Ave., Pahrump. Calling all
history buffs: the Pahrump Valley
Museum is dedicated to inspiring
curiosity and teaching the rich history and culture of Pahrump
through its one-of-a-kind exhibits
that include early farming and mining equipment, early relics from
cowboys and pioneers, and Native
American artifacts. In addition to
the historic items on display, the
Pahrump Valley Museum offers a
monthly lecture series that covers
a wide range of topics
*****
Dunkin’ Donuts Las Vegas
Franchisees Partner with
The Shade Tree to Hold
School Supplies Drive for
Shelter Children
Saturday and Sunday, August 910, 6pm at all Southern Nevada
Dunkin’ Donuts locations. Dunkin’
Donuts franchisees are extending a
helping hand by hosting a school
supplies drive for The Shade Tree.
Beginning on August 1 and running
through August 14, 2014, guests
can donate school supplies to any
of the Southern Nevada Dunkin’
Donuts locations.
All donations collected will help
supply The Shade Tree’s annual
“Back to School Shopping” event

at the shelter.
Items needed include: paper,
pencils, crayons, colored pencils,
erasers, pencil boxes, folders, binders, and gently used uniforms or
clothing for boys and girls
*****
Musical Arts
Chorus Auditions
Sunday, August 17, 6 — 9pm at
UNLV Beam Music rm 159, 4505
S Maryland Pkwy. The Southern
Nevada Musical Arts Society invites singers to perform the great
masterworks with its 65-voice Musical Arts Chorus & Orchestra. The
Musical Arts Chorus accompanies
renowned tenor, Andrea Bocelli, for
the sixth time at the MGM Grand
Hotel on Dec. 6th, 2014.
There are also openings in the
20-voice Musical Arts Singers choral ensemble. An audition is required for membership in SNMAS
ensembles. Audition information
may be found at the Society’s web
site, www.snmas.com. Auditions
will be held Sunday, August 17
from 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. in Beam
Music Center 159 on the UNLV
campus.
Interested singers may call Dr.
Douglas R. Peterson at 702-4516672 for an appointment
*****
City Beat is a compilation of
news and views of our editorial and
writing team, along with reader
submissions and topics. Readers
are invited to suggest a local topic
or any other items of interest.
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Shelters

(Continued from Page 2)
five-week recess at the end of last week. However, the decision to
close the shelters on military bases had more to do with securing more
appropriate shelters than lack of funding, Mr. Wolfe said, according
to The New York Times.
The number of unaccompanied children seeking asylum has exploded in the past year; some 57,000 children have flocked to the U.S.
border from Central America since October. That stream has slowed
in recent weeks, alleviating some of the pressure on the emergency
shelter system — at least temporarily.
“There remains substantial uncertainty about the future flows of
unaccompanied children,” Wolfe told the Los Angeles Times. “The
three temporary shelters on military bases could be reopened for a
limited time if the number of children increases significantly.”
Going forward, children will be placed in smaller shelters throughout the country. While some communities have balked at the idea of
opening local shelters to migrant children, youth workers who have
seen first hand the challenges that mass shelters pose for young children applaud the move.
“If you can get as many kids into the traditional shelters, the better,” said Eric Tijerina, associate director of the immigrant children’s
legal program at the US Committee for Refugees and Immigrants in
Arlington, Va., who worked with children at Joint Base San AntonioLackland, according to the Los Angeles Times. “It’s a much more
pleasant environment for a child,” he added.
Children typically spend a month in a shelter before they are placed
with sponsors, often parents or relatives already living within the US,
before immigration courts can process their cases. That takes an average of 30 days, down from last month’s average of 35 days, the L.A.
Times reported. It can be another year and a half before a child goes
before an immigration judge, Judge Dana Leigh Marks, president of
the National Association of Immigration Judges, told the Monitor in a
July interview.

From The Desk
(Continued from Page 1)
tutional Patriots respond in force,
with their weapons, to support, protect and defend the Constitution of
the United States and The Bill of
Rights, specifically the First and
Fourth Amendments, which were
obviously violated, against the
Bundy family and their neighbors.
The rest of the events pretty much
occurred, along with the addition
of some exaggerations, such as
Cliven Bundy being a racist, and
cop-killers Jarod and Amanda
Miller being representative of the
type of people supporting the protest. As this situation evolves, it is
clear that neither of those allegations held any weight or validity,
and were just another example of
crap journalism, exhibited by the
mainstream media.
Example after example can be
given to clearly show (and the validity of which has been proven)
that these half-truths can have devastating outcomes for innocent
people — unless such half-truths,
lies, are exposed and unmasked for
all to see.
Take for example, right here in
our community, the 2001 Phillip
Lemann jail death at the CCDC.
The medical examiner at the
coroner ’s inquest states that
Lemann died from a fractured hyoid bone in his throat, which caused
strangulation and death, yet nobody
involved admitted touching
Lemann’s neck and it was later
ruled justified.
Next, take the Swave Lopes
case, where a handcuffed prisoner
escaped from a detective’s vehicle
and ran away, into a fenced-in parking lot, and is then shot in the back
and killed by pursuing detectives.
It is later learned that the crime
scene was later unlawfully altered,
whereby a handgun and a briefcase
were removed from the detective’s
vehicle and then photographed
again. The coroner ’s inquest
claimed, once again, “justified.”
Let’s take the Trevon Cole OIS.
Trevon Cole is found half-naked,
flushing his dope down the toilet
in a apartment, and is shot in the
back of the head and killed by
search warrant-serving LVMPD
detectives, along with “COPS” TV
camera crews. Amazingly, the TV
video is nowhere to be found and
neither is the camera crew. Coroners inquest yields “justified.”
Next,
Mortensen-BradyMendosa OIS. Off-duty officers,
Brady and Mortensen, go over to
Mendosa’s residence, shoot from
their vehicle and kill Mendosa. The
vehicle, which belongs to Brady, is
immediately stripped and repainted
prior to being examined by the
crime lab. Mortensen is the only
one convicted of killing Mendosa
and receives a life term. Eventually,
Brady is later charged by the Feds
for a civil rights violation, and also
goes to prison, for approximately
7-9 years.
Next O. J. Simpson’s arrest for
Robbery/Kidnap/Burglary. A Spontaneous confession was obtained
from O. J. Simpson by me, on digital tape. An arrest report was made,
an officer’s report was made, a
booking slip was made, and a
Miranda Rights Card was signed by
O. J. Simpson, Det. Al Garris and
me. None of these legal documents

made it to trial; in fact, none of the
details or circumstances of O. J.
Simpson’s arrest, at the Palms Hotel, was brought up at trial. All of
these facts, circumstances and evidence (digital confession) was
omitted from the trial and/or destroyed by the LVMPD and the District Attorney’s office. In reality, O.
J. Simpson’s Due Process rights
were violated.
The beheading murder of Officer Kevin Scott Dailey is probably
one of the most egregious criminal
acts, which involves alleged commission and complicity by the
LVMPD, Henderson P. D. and the
Clark County Coroners Office.
Nobody, except a handful of Corrections Officers, were even aware
of this murder of an officer,
whereby they found Officer Kevin
Dailey’s severed head in the desert
area near Lake Mead after forming
a volunteer search party in December of 2007, after the month-long
disappearance of Dailey. This information emerged during legal depositions in June/July of 2013, and is
on record.
The LVMPD Administration–
both past and present–has for decades deceived the public, its employees, and any clients that required police services. This definitely is not the way a police department is supposed to operate and
honorably serve the public. In all
likelihood, this despicable criminal
system that is still in place and operating will continue, unless federal
intervention occurs.
The Feds are aware of these incidents because I continually tell
them and request their help. I have
no idea what they are waiting for.
God Bless us all; we are going
to need it.
*****
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He has
been a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against
LVMPD in 2011. Martines now
contributes his opinions and ideas
to the Las Vegas Tribune to keep the
public informed and help improve
policing in Las Vegas. He has also
appeared on the Face the Tribune
radio program several times to
share his plan for a better LVMPD.

Lombardo

(Continued from Page 1)
Wednesday on Eastern Avenue and
the well-known Fremont Street, just
a few blocks from the now very
popular Fremont Street Experience,
and during the First Friday festivities.
On Sunday morning, Metro Police confirm a Metro sergeant shot
a suspect in the Northeast area of
Las Vegas, leaving him with nonlife-threatening injuries. Police say
the man pulled a handgun on them
during a vehicle chase. The chase
began shortly before 10 a.m. Sunday, when police were called to the
4800 block of Cleopatra near East
Gowan and North Nellis for reports
of shots fired.
One may wonder how many
children could have been playing on
the streets on a Sunday morning,
their lives at risk.
The voters in Clark County

should keep in mind the two home
invasions that happened last week
when a pair, Natasha Jackson and
Cody Winter, robbed a freeway service patrol worker, invaded two
homes, shot two people and stabbed
another, proving once again that
people, voters and residents in
Clark County cannot even be safe
in their own home any more.
And Las Vegas police were
called to a barricade situation in a
trailer on Friday around 3:45 p.m.,
on the 2600 block of Betty Lane
near Nellis and Cheyenne. Isn’t that
about the time when children are
home from school playing outside
in front of their trailer homes?
Maybe trailer residents are just not
part of Lombardo’s campaign issues.
On the other hand, Lombardo’s
challenger, Larry Burns, is a police
captain that was in the field hand-

in-hand with his men while in
charge of the Bolden Station, which
is a predominately minority area
that was plagued with crime before
Captain Burns took over the command position of the Bolden Sub
Station on Lake Mead and Martin
Luther King Boulevards.
The management of the Las Vegas Tribune believes that
Lombardo’s dislike for what Norm
Jahn writes about him is nothing but
an excuse to continue the same discriminatory policy against a publication that did not support or endorse his “protector” and boss.
“Norm Jahn is a contributor to
the Las Vegas Tribune and is in no
way part of the administration, the
Editorial Board, or part of the management team. And Norm no longer
lives in Nevada,” explained Perly
Viasmensky, the newspaper’s General Manager.
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Immigration: Why the Latino
vote matters in 2014 midterms

In the battle for control of the U.S. Senate, only one key state in 2014 has a significant Latino population. But the
midterms are a dress rehearsal for 2016, and both parties see immigration as a defining issue for their voters.

By Linda Feldmann
Christian Science Monitor
Washington — Conventional
wisdom holds that the Latino vote
won’t have much impact on this
November’s midterm elections. Indeed, in the battle for control of the
Senate — the big question mark of
the midterms — almost none of the
key states have significant populations of Hispanic voters.
Only in Colorado, where Sen.
Mark Udall (D) is fighting for his
political life, do Hispanics represent
a major portion of the electorate —
15 percent of eligible voters and 10
percent of likely voters, according
to a New York Times analysis.
But there’s another way to look
at Hispanic outreach in 2014: as a
dress rehearsal for 2016, when Hispanics will play a crucial role in the
next presidential race. Messages
that go out now will not be forgotten when the 2016 cycle starts —
essentially, the day after the Nov. 4
midterms.
Last Friday the Republican-led
House voted to rescind President
Obama’s authority to delay deportation for certain undocumented
immigrants, a slap at the so-called
“Dreamers” who came to the United
States illegally as children and are
now able to stay legally and work.
The House measure was symbolic,
as the Senate had already left town
and Mr. Obama had no intention of
signing it in any case. But Democrats will use that vote as evidence
of what they see as Republican hostility toward Hispanic immigrants.
The recent crisis of child migrants flooding into the United

Candidate for U.S. Congress Andrew Romanoff, left center, hosts several
undocumented students who came to the U.S. as children, to discuss
the impact that passing immigration reform legislation would have on
them and their families, at Romanoff’s campaign office Friday June
27, 2014 in Aurora, Colo. June 27 marks the one year anniversary of
the Senate passing immigration reform legislation, which has yet to
pass in the House of Representatives.
States from Central America has who are getting better mileage out
also become a hot-button issue, test- of immigration.
ing both parties as they seek to en“The president and Democrats
ergize their base voters for the mid- can campaign against the House
terms. But in 2014, the political and the [Ted] Cruz wing of the GOP
import is mostly not with Hispanic in the Senate that A) they’re not
voters; it’s about how white voters working to solve problems, and B)
perceive the issue.
these guys are sort of mean,” says
“The immigration issue gives Democratic communications speRepublicans a better chance of con- cialist Peter Fenn. “There can be
solidating the older, conservative some reverberations with that, and
white vote,” says Republican strat- not just with Hispanic voters, I
egist Ford O’Connell. “That’s who think.”
is most likely to turn out in the midStill, not all Democrats are emterms.”
bracing Obama’s approach to imDemocrats say that Republicans migration. Last week, two Demoare already energized to turn out in cratic senators in tough reelection
November, and so it’s Democrats fights expressed skepticism over the

president’s reported intention later
this summer to reduce deportations
via executive action.
“I think this is a congressional
issue and I encourage Speaker
[John] Boehner in the House to
bring up a bill, to vote on a bill for
immigration reform so that we can
then put it into conference,” Sen.
Kay Hagan (D) of North Carolina
said in The Hill newspaper. “And I
do support congressional action
over executive action.”
Sen. Mark Pryor of Arkansas,
another vulnerable Democrat, is
also distancing himself from the
president on immigration.
The White House is “sending
mixed messages: telling folks not
to cross the border illegally and then
turning around to hand out work
permits to people who are already
here illegally,” Senator Pryor told
the Associated Press.
But even if Democrats aren’t
speaking with one voice on immigration, Republicans face their own
challenges. The GOP’s poor image
among minorities has been a
longstanding problem, and could
come up at the Republican National
Committee’s (RNC) summer meeting in Chicago later this week.
In the 2012 presidential race,
Obama beat Republican Mitt Romney among Latinos 71 percent to 27
percent. Critical swing states, including Florida, Nevada, and Colorado, have significant Latino populations that have only grown since
2012.
In the RNC’s report on the 2012
election, the authors called for the
GOP to embrace “comprehensive

immigration reform,” their only
policy recommendation. Since then,
the phrase has become radioactive
for conservatives, who see it as code
for “amnesty.” But among Latinos,
the Republican message of economic opportunity and family values is likely to go unheard as long
as the immigration issue remains
unresolved.
Republicans may take some solace in a new report from the
Brookings Institution in Washington that suggests the GOP’s growing attraction to white voters could
stave off political oblivion for some
time.
“Given that whites still make up
about three-quarters of the voters in
the nation and will likely be the
clear majority for decades to come,
there is every reason to believe that
whites will have a real say in who
governs,” writes Marisa Abrajano,
a political scientist at the University of California, San Diego.
“Indeed the white population’s
growing allegiance to the Republican Party points to a very different
short term future — one that might
more likely be highlighted by Republican victory than by Democratic dominance.”
But counting on ever-larger
shares of the white vote hardly
seems a formula for long-term Republican success. And as long as
Democrats hold onto minority voters, plus significant elements of the
white non-Hispanic vote — including young adults, single women,
and gays — presidential races in
particular promise to be highly
competitive.

Congress leaves town: How far can
Obama go it alone on border crisis?
With emergency funding in limbo, President Obama claims an opening to relieve the
child migrant crisis on the border. Legal analysts say there’s much that he can do.

By Gail Chaddock
Christian Science Monitor
WASHINGTON — With Congress out of town for five weeks,
President Obama says that he is
forced to go it alone on the border
crisis, even with a House lawsuit in
the works chiding him for executive overreach.
The White House’s $3.7 billion
emergency request to deal with the
child migrant crisis on the U.S. border with Mexico failed to produce
a dime.
“I’m going to have to act alone,
because we don’t have enough resources,” the president told reporters at an impromptu press briefing
on Friday.
“That means while they’re out
on vacation, I’m going to have to
make some tough choices to meet
the challenge, with or without Congress, he added.
A Senate measure to provide
$2.7 billion in emergency funding
derailed Thursday on a procedural
vote. The next votes in the Senate
aren’t expected until the second
week in September.

After quelling a conservative
revolt in their own ranks, House
Republicans on Friday passed two
measures: One is a spending bill
that commits $700 million to border security and humanitarian assistance. It also rolled back a 2008
anti-trafficking law that gave child
migrants from nonbordering countries the right to have their case
heard before a judge, a process that
can take years. It passed on a near
party-line vote, 223 to 189.
The other, directed straight at the
Obama White House, rolls back a
2012 memo by the Department of
Homeland Security that deferred
deportation for many undocumented immigrants who had come
to the US illegally as children. Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, or DACA, has been a flashpoint
for conservatives. The bill passed
216 to 192, with 11 Republicans
voting with all but four Democrats
in opposition.
Even before Congress failed to
deliver on a spending package for
the border, a top Obama adviser signaled that the president was prepar-

Re-Elect

ing “very significant executive action” on the larger issue of immigration reform, also to launch without the Congress.
“The president acting on immigration reform will certainly up the
likelihood that [Republicans] would
contemplate impeachment at some
point,” senior Obama adviser Dan
Pfeiffer told reporters at a Monitor
breakfast last week.
Even with a returning Congress
in a confrontational mood, there are
steps that the White House could
take this summer that could sustain
a court challenge, legal experts say.
“In most enforcement realms,
generally there is pretty broad discretion,” said Leon Rodriguez, a
former Justice Department lawyer
and the newly confirmed director
for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, told an oversight
hearing of the House Judiciary
Committee this week.
The range of such options includes giving undocumented immigrants official work permits that
allow them to find legal employment, obtain driver’s licenses, and

pay income taxes.
Some legal analysts also claim
a basis for the president to expand
his executive action to shield some
young undocumented immigrants
from deportation — the DACA program that the House just tried to
curb.
Since Aug. 15, 2012, when the
first DACA applications were processed, more than 600,000 individuals have applied for a two-year
deferment on deportation. The program covers people under the age
of 31 who arrived in the US before
they turned 16 and have continuously resided ever since. Pressed by
Democrats at a hearing of the House
Rules Committee on Friday, House
Republicans did not say whether
they intended the measure to block
renewals of those already shielded
by the program.
Democrats are urging the administration to expand DACA protection to more of the 11 million residents now in the US illegally. This
prospect, and others, has been
vetted in private discussions with
administration allies, and the White

House is preparing executive action, the Washington Post reports on
Saturday.
Steps widely viewed as out of
bounds for presidents acting alone
include: granting citizenship or permanent residency, changing eligibility for federal or state social benefit programs, including welfare,
food stamps, or health care.
Meanwhile, the House Judiciary
Committee this week released its
own list of immediate steps the
president could take to start solving the border crisis, without congressional action.
These include:
—Sending a strong, public message that those who enter illegally
will be returned.
—Cracking down on fraudulent
asylum claims, which may include
at least 70 percent of asylum cases,
according to an internal DHS report
obtained by the committee.
—Restoring agreements with
local law enforcement agencies to
enforce immigration laws.
—Giving Border Patrol agents
access to federal lands.
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POLITICAL ANALYSIS

Immigration legislation explains why
nothing gets done in Washington D.C.

The Senate’s failure to pass a border bill and the House’s fumbling efforts to pass its
own speak to how many different people can ‘veto’ legislation in American politics.
That’s nothing new, but the Tea Party insurgency has added a new level of complexity.
By Steven L. Taylor
Christian Science Monitor
House Republican leaders called
off a vote Thursday on their $659
million emergency response to the
border influx from Central America
overwhelming immigration resources, unable to agree among
themselves about what to do.
The House did eventually pass
a bill, but it was too late to matter
(as the Senate was already in recess), and was almost certainly
done to provide political cover for
the party as its candidates head into
campaign season, as opposed to
being done to provide a policy solution to the current situation.
The Senate measure fell short of
the 60 votes needed to advance after Republicans opposed the measure because it didn’t include any
policy changes to make it easier to
deport children back to Central
America. Two moderate Democrats
voted with Republicans to block the
bill.
And so goes the US Congress of
late: the House majority cannot effectively agree on action and the
Senate is stymied by a unified minority.
As my colleagues and I note our
forthcoming book “A Different
Democracy,” a key way to understand a given political system is to
look out how many veto gates exist
in that system (i.e., points at which
policy creation can be stopped) as
well as to look at how many veto
actors influence those gates (i.e.,
does it take one or more veto actors to open a given gate and what
is the process for opening it?). The
United States is in the distinct minority, in terms of global democracy, in terms of the number of veto
gates that exist in our policy-making process. (We have three: the
House, the Senate, and the President).
Most countries have one veto
gate (just parliament) or two (a bicameral parliament, or a president

Abuses

(Continued from Page 1)
can spark controversy.
2. The Affordable Care Act
— Federal Subsidies
Another controversial element
of the ACA is the provision that says
only people who enrolled in coverage via their state exchange are eligible for federal subsidies. After the
law passed, the Internal Revenue
Service enacted a rule allowing the
subsidies for people who enrolled
via the federal exchange,
Healthcare.gov. Opponents of the
law sued and won in one federal
circuit court of appeals and lost in
another.
Defenders of the ACA say the
wording of the law was a typo.
If the case goes to the Supreme
Court, it “would test the authority
of a federal agency to interpret U.S.
law when the statute as written by
Congress is considered ambiguous
by the executive branch,” writes the
Monitor’s Warren Richey.
If the Supreme Court sides with
the law’s opponents, the ruling
would deprive millions of people in
36 states from receiving federal
subsidies to buy health insurance,
gutting a central element of the
ACA.

Members of Congress climb the steps of the House of Representatives. Congress ran full-tilt into electionyear gridlock over immigration and staggered toward a five-week summer break with no agreement in sight
on legislation to cope with the influx of young immigrants flocking illegally to the United States.
and unicameral legislature). Also
worth noting: policy implementation in the U.S. gets even more
complex, as state governments and
courts are also key actors.
In terms of veto actors, the easiest to understand is the president,
as he is a unitary actor who can,
without negotiation or consultation
with anyone, veto legislation. Legislative chambers are more complicated, as they potentially have multiple veto actors within them (this
is especially true in multiparty systems, such as in Israel, where no
party controls a majority of seats in
the chamber by itself). In the U.S.
case, we have but two parties (at
least, we only have two that have
the votes that could ever lead to
majority control of a given chamber of Congress), so on the surface
this suggests (and many people assume, even if they do not use the

terms in question) that this means
whichever party holds the most
seats controls the chamber and is,
therefore, the sole veto player in
question. However, this is often not
the case.
Historically, the majority party
in the House acted mostly in this
fashion. As long as the majority
party is unified (more or less) it gets
what it wants. The rules of the
chamber give leadership control
over which bills make it to the floor
for a vote. However, such actions
(via the Rules Committee) requires
a mostly unified majority caucus.
If that caucus is significantly
factionalized, as is currently the
case in the GOP, then it means that
the party has to negotiate with itself to even get legislation to the
floor. As such, there is currently not
a unified veto actor in the House,
but rather a bifurcated majority

party that has to negotiate with itself to do anything. In other words,
the veto gate that is the House of
Representatives can only be opened
if both the Tea Party faction and the
mainline faction agree to put their
keys in the lock. Even if (as we saw
in recent budget and debt ceiling
debates) a majority made up of
Democrats and Republicans might
be willing to work together to vote
legislation out of the chamber, the
opportunity for such a vote is highly
unlikely to happen if the majority
itself is divided over whether the
bill in question should be allowed
to go to the floor in the first place.
Likewise, while the Democratic
Party “controls” (please note the
scare quotes) the Senate, all regular legislation requires 60 votes to
make it to the floor. The minority
in the Senate, therefore, is a veto
actor and if 41 of its members is

3. Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals, or DACA
This policy, announced by the
Department of Homeland Security
in 2012, came via a memorandum
that directs authorities to exercise
“prosecutorial discretion” in dealing with some young undocumented immigrants.
If they meet the criteria for eligibility, they are shielded temporarily from deportation and allowed
to work. Critics say that waiving deportation laws for more than a million people is not “prosecutorial
discretion” — it’s policymaking by
executive fiat, usurping the role of
Congress. Defenders say DACA is
an acceptable exampl of presidential discretion in policymaking.
Ten immigration agents challenged DACA in federal court, saying the policy undermined their
duty to enforce the law. In 2013, the
judge threw out the ecase on jurisdictional grounds, but suggested
that DACA was inherently unlawful.
Politics also infused DACA.
Obama was making a play for the
Latino vote ahead of the 2012 election. Republican leaders, wary of
alienating Latinos, chose not to

challenge the policy.
4. Gay Marriage
In 2011, the Justice Department
took the unusual step of announcing that it would no longer defend
the constitutionality of the Defense
of Marriage Act, a 1996 law that
banned federal recognition of samesex marriages. Two years later, the
Supreme Court struck down part of
the law, but that does not lessen the
unusual nature of the action by
Obama and Attorney General Eric
Holder.
As states address their own statutes and constitutional amendments
banning same-sex marriage, many
state attorneys general have followed the Obama administration’s
precedent by announcing they will
not defend their state’s ban in court.
Defenders of traditional marriage
argue that such an approach flouts
the will of the people, as expressed
through referenda and laws passed
by elected representatives.
5. Recess appointments
In 2012, Obama made three “recess appointments” to the National
Labor Relations Board while the
Senate was technically still in session. Normally, such nominees
would need to be confirmed by the

Senate. When the Senate is truly in
recess, the president is allowed to
make temporary appointments to
fill positions that would require
Senate confirmation.
The Obama administration argued that Republican senators were
using a “gimmick called “pro forma
sessions” — quick sessions lasting
just a few moments in which no
Senate business is conducted — to
prevent the president from making
recess appointments.
In June 2014, the Supreme Court
ruled unanimously that the president had overstepped his bounds,
and that only the Senate can determine when it is in session. In a second, landmark decision in the case,
the justices ruled 5-4 that the president had broad power to make recess appointments. But it was not
as broad as Obama had wanted.

unwilling to let their key be used in
the gate, then legislation will not
pass. If the majority party holds 60
seats (and if the party is reasonably
unified) then this changes the nature of the Senate. It should be
noted that this almost never happens.
As such, proactive policy action
can be blocked by minority actors
in our system who function as veto
players. On the House side we see
that a faction of the majority party
(e.g., the Tea Party faction) can stop
action and force negotiation within
that caucus (or paralyze it) and
since the rules of the House place
the ability to move legislation to the
floor firmly in the hands of the
majority party, the inability of that
majority to agree on what should
be debate means nothing is often
debated.
Likewise, the rules of the Senate empower the minority to block
a bill from making it to the floor
even if there is majority support in
the chamber to pass the bill in question.
And, of course, the fact that the
two chambers eventually have to
agree on an identical bill makes this
all the more complicated (among
other factors, like the president’s
veto pen).
All in all the system itself makes
it easy for specific groups of politicians to block policy solutions even
to extremely pressing problems.
(And the electoral system will not
punish them for not crafting solutions, even in the face of majority
support for such solutions, but that
is another discussion entirely).
Now, many will note that this is
fine by them: It means that government moves very slowly (and is frequently paralyzed) while other will
find it problematic. Regardless of
the normative implications of these
arrangements, it is important to understand how the institutional dynamics in place lead to the outcomes that we get from our constitutional order.
Steven L. Taylor appears on the
Outside the Beltway blog at http://
www.outsidethebeltway.com/.
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

“Pass the Red
Cup” Challenge

Yum! Brands (NYSE: YUM), parent company of KFC,
Pizza Hut and Taco Bell, announced the launch of its annual World Hunger Relief effort with the “Pass The Red
Cup” with the intention and the hope to end hunger in the
world.
That is very noble of these three multi-million-dollar
corporations to be concerned with those less fortunate than
they or those working for them, by trying to put food on
someone else’s table. We commend these companies for
their efforts and dedication. Congratulations!
However, we wonder if those executives who are locked
up in their gold cages away from the reality of life remember the last time they visited that real world — the world
“normal” everyday people live in.
We wonder if those good-hearted millionaires are aware
of or realize that 14.5 percent of U.S. households — nearly
49 million Americans, including 15.9 million children —
struggle to put food on the table every day.
We all know that the shelves in the grocery stores are
packed with all kinds of food, so food is not a problem
here, but the lack of money to buy these products IS a
serious problem.
And here enters the domino effect: hunger is created by
the lack of money to obtain those food products, and the
lack of money to obtain those products is due to the lack
of jobs to make the money to buy the food.
Maybe what we need to do... correction, not we, but
those elected officials that were elected by the people to
represent the people and speak for the masses — what
they need to do... to start with, is to bring all those American companies that are operating in foreign countries back
home.
Let’s not fool ourselves! Those companies are making
two big mistakes at once; they are taking jobs from American citizens (not the illegals, as they want us to believe)
and at the same time are exploiting the citizens of that
other country by paying them the salaries that are normal
there.
In the United States they have to pay $8.00 an hour (soon
to be $10.10 an hour) and over there they may pay $8.00 a
day, if that much, which is pretty close to slavery in the
real world.
But we don’t want to be the ones spoiling their fun of
acting all generous at any time; but we feel that if they
want to show the world how generous they are, they might
do it with their own money and not ask the public to pitch
in because we believe that the American people already
pitch in every time they visit any of their establishments
— after all, the days when you can go to an “inexpensive”
fast food restaurant with $5.00 and get change back are
gone.
Charity begins at home, people! Let’s stop playing Santa
Claus to the rest of the world and start being generous
right at home, to our families.
Once someone mentioned to us how generous Steve
Wynn is, so we started digging and we found out that every employee in the casino mogul’s hotel-casino (at the
time he only had one) was forced to donate money from
every paycheck, and if they refused, they would be on the
black list when it came to favors, promotions or commendations. Steve Wynn was not the generous one — it was
his employees.
It seems like the American people are sometimes misled by influential individuals in office or by business executives with big corporations who, with the help of the
mainstream media, may be creating an infatuation with
begging for money.
We all are living in a fantasy world that our country is
the world’s wealthiest nation when that is no longer the
truth: there are babies in the United States of America going to bed crying because they are hungry, children are
going to school with holes in their shoes or perhaps no
shoes at all because their parents cannot afford them or
even many other items that may be considered “extras”
— and that is a shame.
But not to us. We should only be ashamed of electing
the wrong people to represent us; those in public office
are the ones that should be ashamed of themselves for not
doing their job: that of representing the constituents who
trusted them and elected them.
Now it is up to the public, the citizens of this great nation, the voters and constituents, to stop kissing up to these
public officials and start electing people who could represent everyone better than those who are simply making
public service a career to serve themselves, their families
and their friends.
It is time to bring the United State back to its citizens
and elect people who would not have a problem responding to those very citizens who elected them.

Seeing through their
so-called transparency
By Perly Viasmensky
Everything in life nowadays — in politics, business and government — is about transparency, which
— according to the dictionary — is a situation in which
business and financial activities are done in an open
way, without secrets, so that people can trust that they
are fair and honest.
Transparency is a “luxury” word in Las Vegas,
where people are running amok in fear of others who
are considered powerful.
Let’s take for an example the Latin Chamber of
Commerce and its political action committee. The elite
members of the organization were prepared to co-endorse Senator Mark Hutchison, a Republican, and Lucy
Flores, a Democrat, both running for the Lt. Governor
position.
Word spread rapidly, making US Senator Harry
Reid the biggest benefactor of Lucy Flores and inundating the telephone lines of the Chamber to quash the
idea.
In fear of intimidation from the good senator, the
Latin Chamber at the last minute officially endorsed
only Lucy Flores. If what the senator did is not a threat,
I would like to know what it is called.
Many people believe that Lucy Flores enjoys significant support in the Hispanic community and that
the Latin Chamber of Commerce represents the Latino
community of Las Vegas.
To begin with, 75 percent (if not more) of the members of the Latin Chamber of Commerce are not even
Latinos. If you bother to check the list of members of
the Chamber, you will see that the majority of the
members are Anglos. I am Latina and the Chamber
doesn’t represent me in any way, shape or form, and it
never has. Definitely, Lucy Flores doesn’t have my

support; and since I am not a coward, I don’t fear any
retribution by the honorable majority leader, Harry
Reid. After all, he is involved in everything in the nation, but never in the main concerns of Nevadans.
Let’s continue with the word of the moment: transparency...
Nevada Energy filed an application with the Public
Utilities Commission of Nevada to increase general
rates charged to all classes of electric customers. The
application requests total revenue increases of $20.8
million. The Commission may adopt rates either higher
or lower than the rates proposed by NV Energy.
NV Energy even wants to recover costs from the
Smart Meters, which they imposed on us with threats
to call the police if you refuse the change of the meters.
If the Public Utilities Commission always bends
down to the wishes and commands of Nevada Energy,
it is time for transparency. It is time for all and every
one of the commissioners to disclose their electric bills
to see if they pay the same rates that we pay or if they
get a break on their bills.
After all, we are only following in the steps of Senator Harry Reid. Remember during the past election
when everybody was in favor of Mitt Romney disclosing his tax returns? Harry Reid said: “Romney’s refusal to make public more of his tax records makes
him unfit to be a dogcatcher.”
The economy in Nevada was, is, and probably will
remain for a long time, miserable, horrible, disgusting
and unbearable, and we cannot stand any more electric bills of $250 to $300 a month.
It is time for Nevada Public Utilities Commissioners (appointed by the Governor or not) Alaina
Burtenshaw, Rebecca Wagner and David Noble to dis(See Viasmensky, Page 9)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Letting Hamas speak: Are we
even close to understanding?
By Maramis
to have it their way. (Is that not the
So many news reports, so many
philosophy of terrorists?) They start
viewpoints, so little understanding...
with the premise that the land is theirs
and then along comes Osama
and they will not live in “militarily
Hamdan.
occupied” territory, at least that is
Hamdan, spokesman for Hamas,
what Hamdan told us on TV–that it’s
says they are NOT against Jews; in
all about “occupation” of their land.
fact, Hamas is all about letting Jews
Based on that premise, they believe
live as normal citizens, practicing
they are free to do whatever it takes
their religion as they will (thank you
to stake their claim and make it
very much). What they are against,
so...even to perpetuating the atrohowever, is “occupation”...of “their”
cious belief that Jews used to kill
land. So, while they are not against
Christians for their blood. From
Jews, or Israelis, they are against
Hamdan’s own mouth, translated
MARAMIS CHOUFANI
anything that resembles military occupation of the land from the Arabic: “We all remember how the Jews used
that they are willing to die for. Israel, on the other to slaughter Christians, in order to mix their blood in
hand, is more or less in control of the waterways, the their holy matzos. This is not a figment of imagination
airways, and the borders into and out of Israel, their or something taken from a film. It is a fact, acknowlland; hence, “occupation.”
edged by their own books and by historical evidence.”
So for starters, who owns what, and who should be This kind of talk, of course, will further incite Arabs
in charge of what? Wouldn’t we all like to know that? against Jews, and no one on that side of the “fence”
I am not a fan of war, of killing, of an eye for an will bother to check the truth of such a statement.
eye. I am not a fan of violence or perpetuating error,
If you live in a world (or place) that harbors the
mistakes, grudges or even just “the plan of the day” if latter, not only do people in such a place smile, but
it perpetuates any of the above; and I am not a fan of everyone there feels safe and secure against having their
killing as a solution to gaining peace.
serenity disrupted by the forces that abide in the world
Yet I am a big fan of peace! I am a fan of peace and (or place) that engenders war. Everyone in that place
harmony, understanding, compromise, examining the of peace may not have every single thing to their likfacts, reaching agreements and truth. And yet I can ing, but they do not suffer at the hands of those who
see that life seems to dish up more of the former (the insist on having it their way to the exclusion of anyone
war mentality) than the latter (the peace mentality).
else’s way, and the state of peace.
If you live in a world (or place) that is filled with
Yes, I know; most people would say no such place
the former, not only does no one smile, everyone who of peace exists. The world today is a mess, I agree.
lives there—and that includes civilian men and women War pops up everywhere, and sometimes stays for
and children of all ages—is subject to living in fear many, many years. Or maybe it goes away or underand knowing that they will likely die, gruesomely and ground for a period of time, only to rear its ugly head a
possibly even soon, just because they are somehow in year or two or so later, going for another round of hosthe way of someone or some power that wants them tility that hopefully will achieve its aim THIS time.
gone. Apparently, if Jews “incite” the Arabs (just by
Although you can never have too much peace, even
their presence in Gaza), then it’s the Jews’ fault when a little bit of war should be unacceptable.
the Arabs get so incited as to wreak havoc (violence)
Yet, you say, what are we to do if we (or one of our
against them. Apparently the Arab philosophy is to friends) is attacked in an aggressive war-provoking
blame the victims for their own murders and devasta- way? Ah! Therein lies the discussion.
tion of their lives and homes, as in, “We can’t help
The Bible tells us, should we put any stock in it in
what we do: they incited us by their presence.”
the first place, that there is a time for war. However,
Hamas is so about not only an eye for an eye, but one would have to believe that it is referring to some
(See Maramis, Page 11)
about being “proactive” and doing whatever it takes
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Ghost of Jack Abramoff dogs
Ross Miller’s campaign

invites us to a party, we
By Chuck Muth
should be sure to invite
If you want to know
them to one of ours. By
how to protect your home
virtue of the reciprocity
from a break-in, consult a
rule, then, we are OBLIburglar. If you want to
GATED to the future reknow how to stop influpayment of favors, gifts,
ence peddling and corrupinvitations, and the like.”
tion in government, conThis is why many
sult America’s most notocharitable organizations
rious lobbyist.
send out those gummed
Branded by TIME
address labels with your
magazine as “The Man
name and address preWho Bought Washingprinted on them as a
CHUCK MUTH
ton,” Jack Abramoff went
to prison for four years. But the system “gift” along with their request for donaAbramoff so expertly exploited for years tions. Because no matter how small the gift,
really hasn’t changed. In fact, the Philadel- the human urge to reciprocate is darned near
phia Inquirer opined in 2011 that “the lob- irresistible.
bying that’s happening now makes Jack
And if you don’t think lobbyists and
Abramoff look like Mahatma Gandhi.”
other influence peddlers know all about the
The Inquirer wasn’t specifically talking Rule of Reciprocity, I have a nice lakeside
about Nevada Secretary of State Ross cabin up on Yucca Mountain to sell you.
Miller. But it could have been.
To avoid even the appearance of corrupThe problem — as pointed out recently tion, Abramoff rightly proposed in his auby Adam Laxalt, Miller’s Republican op- tobiography that “Not only should lobbyponent in the attorney general race — is ists be banned from contributing to offithat Miller, over the years, has accepted cials’ organizations and campaigns, they
more than $70,000 worth of gifts from lob- should be banned from gift-giving as well.”
byists and others who are also now con- Any gift. Of any size. Disclosed or not.
tributing big money to his campaign.
To his credit, Laxalt has publicly deYes, Miller reported the gifts. But that’s clared that if elected he will refuse to acnot the point. The point is the Rule of Reci- cept any and all gifts; not because anyone
procity, as explained in Prof. Robert who accepts a gift is necessarily corrupt,
Cialdini’s excellent book on human nature but because at the very least it presents “a
titled, “Influence: The Psychology of Per- perception problem.” As such, Mr. Miller
suasion.” An excerpt...
should adopt the exact same policy.
“The rule says that we should try to reConsider this advice just a little “gift”
pay, in kind, what another person has pro- from me to him.
vided us. If a woman does us a favor, we
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outshould do one in return; if a man sends us a reach, a non-profit public policy grassroots
birthday present, we should remember his advocacy organization. He may be reached
birthday with a gift of our own; if a couple at cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.

BEHIND THE MIKE

Choosing Your Lawyer
By Michael A. Aun
billboard that screams a
What’s with all the lawsimple message “GET
yer ads? At least two out of
WHAT’S YOURS!”
three television ads in
An LA Attorney brags
Florida seem to be lawyers
on her advertisement that
hustling legal services.
she’s a “Dopest AttorThere are two ways
ney” whatever that
most attorneys get new
means. Perhaps is should
business- by advertising
say DOPIEST. Her suband by referral. I recently
text asks two questions:
spent some time (as if I had
“Need a warrant rea choice) consciously
called?” and “Want to
studying what these lawyer
smoke dope while on
ads were actually saying.
probation?” She says
MICHAEL A. AUN
One of the most popushe’s a Harvard Lawyer.
lar pitches seems to be the lawyer who used I’ll bet.
to work for the big, bad insurance compaThere’s an attorney by the name of Jamie
nies that they’re now suing on behalf of Casino who brags that he doesn’t represent
their wronged clients. I guess working for criminal villains anymore, only innocent
an insurance company now qualifies them victims. I guess he grew a conscience. His
to sue one.
quote at the bottom of his ad says simply
“All the things I learned on their side, I “At some point a man must ask himself why
can use for your side!” proclaims the former God created him.”
insurance company lawyer.
Perhaps the oddest advertisement was
And the next most popular lawyer ad in seen in a newspaper in Minnesota. AttorFlorida is the one who shows the attorney ney Robert M. Kaner ran an ad that exwho was a former Deputy Sheriff, as if to pressed thanks to all the many people who
imply they have the inside track because phoned his office to express their condothey were once in law enforcement. I never lences as a result of the death announcequite got the connection.
ment that appeared in a local paper. The ad
I like the billboard ads that show the went on to offer condolences to the family
lawyer’s name and a nickname in quotes, of Robert L. Kaner, who was actually the
like “Bulldog.” Presumably he will be a deceased.
“Bulldog” in the courtroom on your behalf.
There’s a Philadelphia lawyer named
How about the ad of Larry “The Hammer” Larry Lefkowitz, who superimposed his
Stanley- “CALL ME AND I’LL HAM- picture on the statue of Lincoln, with a
MER”? This ad asks: “INJURED? GET quote to the side “IN LARRY WE
THE GORILLA!” David W. Smith, PC.
TRUST!”
Talk about prejudice... “Prefer a Jewish
A Pittsburgh lawyer has the audacity to
lawyer!” What’s his religious affiliation got advertise “I may have a law degree but I
to do with his legal ability?
think like a criminal!” He has a number of
And speaking of bringing religion and criminals (portrayed by family, friends and
humor into advertising, one attorney asks relatives) who endorse him for getting them
the question: “What’s the difference be- out of trouble. His ad also portrays him sittween a lawyer and God? God doesn’t think ting behind two miniature tanks on his desk.
he’s a lawyer!”
He does get an A+ for creativity.
Spencer and Associates beat Johnny
One billboard by an attorney with his
Cochran to the punch with this slogan: dogs in his lap proclaims “TRUST ME, I’M
“CHANGE YOUR PAIN TO RAIN!” A LAWYER! (My dogs do)”. Another picJohnny would be flipping over in his grave tures a bald attorney saying “Injured...
because he didn’t think of this one: “NO don’t pull your hair out! Contact
EVIDENCE, THEN NO CONVICTION.” mybaldlawyer.com!”
Sounds logical to me.
My favorite lawyer billboard of all was
Another trend, especially in Florida, is a picture of a homeless man in Las Vegas.
to show clients who have received huge He’s holding up a handwritten sign that says
payoffs because they hired a particular at- “WILL REVIEW DOCUMENTS FOR
torney. Third party endorsements from pro FOOD.”
wrestlers seem to be a movement in some
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist
states. Nothing screams credibility like an and writes a weekly column for this newsendorsement from a pro wrestler.
paper. To contact Michael Aun, email him
One lawyer with a slick mustache has a at maun@lasvegastribune.com.

Who is listening?

By Mace Yampolsky
yers — a question on which
The extortion case
federal judges have been
against Thomas DiFiore, a
divided. An incarcerated
reputed boss in the
former Pennsylvania state
Bonanno crime family, ensenator got into further
compassed thousands of
trouble in 2011 when prospages of evidence, includecutors seized his prison
ing surveillance photoemails. In Georgia, offigraphs, cellphone and
cials built a contempt case
property records, and hunagainst a man already in
dreds of hours of audio refederal prison in part by
cordings.
using emails between him
But even as Mr. DiFiore
and his lawyers obtained in
MACE YAMPOLSKY
sat in a jail cell, sending
2011. And in Austin, Tex.,
nearly daily emails to his lawyers on his defense lawyers have accused members of
case and his deteriorating health, federal law enforcement of recording attorney-cliprosecutors in Brooklyn sought to add an- ent calls from jails, then using that inforother layer of evidence: those very emails! mation to tighten their cases.
(It is convenient that prisoners even get to
“It’s very troubling that the
use email.) The prosecutors informed Mr. government’s pushing to the margins of the
DiFiore last month that they would be read- attorney-client relationship,” said Ellen C.
ing the emails sent to his lawyers from jail, Yaroshefsky, a professor at the Cardozo
potentially using his own words against School of Law. Defense lawyers say the
him. (Is there nothing sacred? I thought the government is overstepping its authority
attorney-client privilege was sacrosanct.)
and taking away a necessary tool for an
Jailhouse conversations have been many adequate defense. Some of them have rea defendant’s downfall through incriminat- fused to admit even the existence of sensiing words spoken to inmates or visitors, or tive emails — which, they say, perhaps prein phone calls to friends or relatives. In- dictably, are privileged.
mates’ calls to or from lawyers, however,
All defendants using the federal prison
are generally exempt from such monitor- email system, Trulincs, have to read and
ing. As they should be. But across the coun- accept a notice that communications are
try, federal prosecutors have begun reading monitored, prosecutors in Brooklyn pointed
prisoners’ emails to lawyers — a practice out. Prosecutors once had a “filter team”
wholly embraced in Brooklyn, where pros- to set aside defendants’ emails to and from
ecutors have said they intend to read such lawyers, but budget cuts no longer allow
emails in almost every case. (At least they for that, they said.
are upfront about it.)
While prosecutors say there are other
The issue has spurred court battles over ways for defense lawyers to communicate
whether inmates have a right to confiden- with clients, defense lawyers say those are
tial email communications with their law(See Mace, Page 10)

Three Rules Leaders
Should Not Implement

By Doug Dickerson
limited potential or it can
Most of us have jobs
be a place where ideas go
that are too small for our
to die. Which do you
spirits. — Studs Terkel
want?
The
late
Erma
Rules that control
Bombeck once put out a
behavior
list of widely read “Rules”
Ideally, your rule book
that was quite popular at
should operate more like a
the time. Some of them
play book. It should conyou might recall. Here are
tain plays you can call and
a few of my favorites:
be filled with options for
never have more children
any scenario that puts you
than you have car winin a position to score.
dows; seize the moment,
Behar’s analysis is a
remember all those women
timely challenge for manDOUG DICKERSON
on the Titanic who waved off the dessert agers and executives. He writes, “Instead
cart; never go to a class reunion pregnant, of writing manuals that lock people into
they will think that’s all you have been do- dehumanizing behavior, we should focus
ing since you graduated.
on outcomes we want and the reasons beWhile that list is rather light-hearted and hind them... creating tool books instead of
humorous some rules can be stifling as it rule books grows people’s spirits.” Consider
relates to the operation of your organiza- the difference; if your leadership style is to
tion. Let’s be clear at the onset; policies and simply be the “keeper of the rulebook” then
procedures are necessary and this is not it will be difficult for your people to grow
about chunking your manuals out the win- and reach their full potential and your leaddow. Systems operate best when they fol- ership will be diminished.
low a prescribed course of procedure.
When you place your focus on where
In his book, “It’s Not About the Coffee,” you are going and why (your vision and
Howard Behar pens a fascinating chapter purpose) and the growth and development
about independent thinking. Behar writes, of the people who will take you there, then
“We want people to take charge instead of the rule book must become your play book.
blindly following a rigid set of rules from a When you grow your people’s spirits you
book... unfortunately, in many cases the rule won’t have time to worry much about their
book goes too far- it tries to tell people how behavior.
to be instead of explaining what we’re tryRules that hinder personal growth
ing to do. Rules don’t empower, they
“There’s no better feeling than being
dispower people. We need recipes, not encouraged to fully use your abilities,”
rules.”
writes Behar. “You will find your work far
Operating policies and procedures need more satisfying, and you’ll encourage that
to be known and adhered to and should be same satisfaction in others. Everybody
subservient to the person performing them wins. The more we know ourselves and our
and not the other way around. Yet when goals, the fewer rules are needed.” This
rules go too far it can have unintended con- point is simple yet profound. Your people
sequences that can do more harm than good. need more encouragement not more rules.
From the chapter I surmised three rules that
Fostering a culture of personal growth
leaders don’t need to implement if they and development comes when a leader
want their people and organizations to be makes it a priority by removing unnecessuccessful.
sary rules, by empowering his people, and
Rules that restrict creative thinking caring enough to get out of their way. When
Unleashing the best and brightest people leaders place more value in rules than relain your organization begins when you free tionships then victories are harder to come
them from burdensome rules and regula- by and are fewer in number.
tions that hold them back. “Ideally, manThe challenge for you as a leader as it
agement should never tell someone how to relates to rules is to find the right balance
do something or what to feel. If people’s between what’s needed and what’s not, if
every last action is dictated to them, they they help your organization or if they hurt
are robbed of their dignity, and the com- it, and ultimately, do your people need the
pany is robbed of its soul,” writes Behar.
rule to succeed? Your task as a leader is to
When you give your people the liberty know the difference.
to think, feel, grow and experiment they will
What do you say?
surprise you with their ingenuity. When you
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated columhave more recipes being developed than nist. He writes a weekly column for this
rules being followed then the possibilities newspaper. To contact Doug Dickerson,
for success are multiplied. Your organiza- email
him
at
ddickerson@
tion can be incubator for growth and un- lasvegastribune.com.
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Metro’s Malevolent Managers: Declining Morale
By Norman Jahn
The word malevolent is an adjective and is defined in
dictionary.com as; “wishing evil or
harm to another or others; showing
ill will; ill-disposed; malicious.”
The use of the word in a sentence
(which totally applies to some
Metro managers), is: “His failures
made him malevolent toward those
who were successful.” After reading this, I had to wonder if the
people at the dictionary.com
website studied the LVMPD!
Malevolent managers is one of
the reasons that Metro morale is
making the news. (http://
w w w. 8 n e w s n o w. c o m / s t o r y /
26156739/i-team-month-after-police-officers-deaths-metro-moralesuffering). Two other areas are the
perceived unfairness and bias in the
promotional and disciplinary systems. I’m sure that officers are not
happy about controversial
shootings that they all have an opinion about — even though they are
unlikely to express it.
If the public does not know it
they need to be aware of the competition and pressures at Metro.
Neither the competition nor pressures are related to the danger of
the job — they are related to internal politics and this is unhealthy.
There are a lot of ‘games’ being
played and I was a miserable FAILURE at playing “Gillespie Games.”
I’ll describe a few of them.
On June 30, 2011 at 11:15 a.m.
Captain Todd Fasulo sent all of his
supervisors an email with the subject, ACTION ITEMS FOR TUESDAY. He writes,” I would like your
thoughts on the following three
items that I will have to speak about
with the Sheriff on Tuesday. What
do you think are the top three areas
of concern in the community, top
three areas of concern in the department and top three areas of concern
within our station? Please email me
your ideas and or opinions.”
I didn’t know it at the time but
this day at work would be the beginning of the end of my career...
but at least I got to answer the
captain’s email later in the day. Why
was my career about to end? I had
been out supervising an early morning Teamster’s truck parade on the
Strip (at Flamingo and Las Vegas
Boulevard). When the event was
over I drove out of the Bill’s Gambling Hall parking garage and proceeded westbound on Flamingo. I
made the ‘fatal’ mistake of crossing I-15 and then turning left on
Valley View. This was a normal routine for me on two different shifts
that I worked. You can work your
way back to the Strip by using Dean
Martin and then the overpass at
Harmon and often observe suspect
vehicles driven by people who
wanted to avoid the main

Viamensky

NORMAN JAHN
thoroughfares.
On the 30th of June I drove south
on Valley View to an area that is
known for lots of calls for service
and where criminals that frequented
the Strip (pimps and ho’s) lived. As
I was facing southbound on Valley
View I looked into the entrance to
the complex. Right inside the guard
gate was a Metro police car. I pulled
in and pulled up to Officer Virginia
Griffin. We sat and complained
about the police department for
maybe 15 minutes. She then had to
go on a call and I left by driving
right back out the gate. She also
then had to report seeing me on her
side of the street. She had been ordered to do so by Captain Matt
McCarthy and Lt. Will Scott. Yep
— the same Matt McCarthy that
came whining to me when he was
a rookie about how he was being
teased because he was perceived to
be gay.
How would I have ever known
that this egregious conduct (crossing the street) would end my career?
I couldn’t. And I certainly didn’t
know that two captains had approved a ‘surveillance’ on one of
their own supervisors and ordered
all officers in the entire area command to report me if they saw me!
Metro doesn’t follow violent pimps
for two blocks but they decided they
would track me. Yes, Captain Todd
Fasulo and Captain Matt McCarthy
were participating in ‘Gillespie
Games.’
It should not be a career hazard
for a person to have the courage to
give their thoughts to a supervisor
who has asked for them. But it is
(hazardous to your career) at Metro
if you are not telling them what they
want to hear. Just ask Lt. Gwain
Guedry! If you have an opinion and
your priority is service to the public and fighting crime ‘they’ might
even try to tell you where you can
and can’t drive your patrol car (and
what areas you are allowed to patrol as they apparently protect their
‘enterprises’ in other areas). I wonder what CRIMINAL operation
Metro was protecting at the Desert
Tides apartments?
Fasulo asked for my opinion, so
I wrote to my (now deceased) supervisor Lt. Hans Walters the same

(Continued from Page 7)
close their electric bills. We would like to know if they are paying the
same rates imposed on us.
Transparency is the name of the game.
And last but not least... the latest scam of Bank of America.
Several Cuban nationals in Las Vegas, customers of Bank of America,
are receiving a letter demanding a copy of their passports or their Permanent Resident Cards with threats to have their accounts restricted if the
bank doesn’t receive such information before August 25, 2014. The bank
claims that it needs to follow certain rules if it is operating accounts for
individuals who are citizens of any U.S.-sanctioned country.
Many of the people in possession of that letter are people who have
never set foot in Cuba since the winning of the revolution in 1959.
The Cuban people are often called Latinos. If Senator Harry Reid wants
the support of the Latino community it is time for him to get to work and
inquire with the departments of State and the Treasury the reason for such
harassment when the people of Iraq, Iran, Libya and many others from
those countries are left untouched.
Something is not all that clear in their so-called transparency.
Perly Viasmensky is the General Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune.
She writes a weekly column in this newspaper. To contact Perly Viasmensky,
email her at pviasmensky@lasvegas tribune.com.

day before the end of my shift:
“Lt, I had some information that
I wanted to format and relay to the
captain but it is not done yet. I announced this to the two squads yesterday and got no input. I’m assuming that not too many sergeants will
be responding. The ideas that I presented in that 8-9 page document
before our first station meeting still
apply. Mostly, I’m afraid that we are
focused too much on ACTION
crimes and not enough on violence
against tourists (the woman who
had her face collapsed with her
police officer boyfriend at Bally’s).
The guy who was savagely beaten
by the gangster on the sidewalk in
front of Paris (I don’t think anyone
knows about it at the station — the
suspect is local and we should be
out hunting for him... I did not get
a response from Mike Wallace in
gangs but I e-mailed him and also
called the MAGIC line to give the
suspect’s name and hope that the
charges would be upgraded. The
last I checked, it was assigned to a
‘property crimes detective’ so it is
likely to fall through the cracks.
I could come up with other recent examples — the POLICE need
to take the job more serious, the
POLICE need to share information
in Patrol Briefing (yet I have still
seen no support or requirements
from the chain of command here
about Patrol Briefing, Critical
Reach, etc.)
We have fallen into some bad
practices (giving money back on
prostitution/escort calls — accepting NO PROSECUTION (or encouraging it so that we can get to
lunch-other priorities). There still
seems to be a major lack of police
presence and enforcement after
maybe 0400.
MV tells me about all of the
crime and suspicious activity but
that she can’t get cops to assist.
There absolutely ARE predatory
criminals and crime out there at
that time of the morning!!
I think TCU is secured, Vice is
not seen — at least not at the Casino Royale, officers are eating or
on calls, and dayshift does not log
on and go out looking for pickpockets in progress or prevent crimes

involving drunk, foreign tourists. I
think the reputation of the Strip is
continuing to fall...
We need police cameras (or borrow hotel cameras — did anyone
ever view that video that I got from
the Paris showing the camera capability? Yesterday, there was a 3Card Monte call at Bally’s bridge.
Does dispatch know that this is a
FELONY in progress and that the
suspects get thousands of dollars
from tourists (much more than water vendors)? I rarely, if ever, hear
responding officers calling the hotels and staying on the phone with
the people that have video and are
watching where the felons flee! We
should have protocol for these types
of responses... otherwise the hotels
and others just laugh about how the
suspects evade the police who do
the same thing every time.
We need more plainclothes
people (it would be nice to have a
pair out and about every shift to
‘spot’ for uniforms. Just a few
thoughts... If I can find my ‘station
meeting’ document I’ll attach it.
Less than two months prior to
my July 5th interrogation by Captain Fasulo (which occurred at
about 3 p.m.) I had also written to
Lt. Walters about other concerns
and ideas. He wrote back, “WE
NEED TO HAVE CONVERSATIONS LIKE THIS IN PERSON”
Very troubling, isn’t it?
I had written to him about my
concerns in May when I heard
about being under surveillance by
my own police department as I was
merely driving a police car. I wrote:
Most importantly, I think that if
I am going to get Contact Reports
for what people ‘heard’ or what
people ‘understand’ about me doing knock and talks and being out
of my area then I should know who
those people are by name and we
should investigate — what did I do
or not do and was any of it even
remotely any violation of any rules
or policy. The first thing that the
PMSA said about the Contact Report for being out of my area (and
similar comments have been made
about previous Contact Reports) is
that there is no policy violation — I
agree. I am not trying to violate

policy and if someone thinks I am
violating policy then I should be
told about it... the rules must be
clear and applied to all members
to sustain corrective action. When
I am given generic information and
often conflicting feedback (praise
and then criticism for the same incidents two days later) it makes it
difficult to perform at a satisfactory
level and, in my opinion, it is orchestrated harassment in the workplace.
I guess I should have known that
when you are dealing with the
Gillespie MAFIA and challenging
actions (including discriminatory
actions) you are going to get
burned.
It probably didn’t help that I had
also provided a list of ideas shortly
after Captain Fasulo had arrived as
the new captain at the Convention
Center Area Command. He held a
big meeting with all supervisors and
said he wanted CRIME FIGHTERS. What an absolute pretender he
turned out to be... maybe worse than
Charles Hank.
So a couple of the ideas that I
listed were:
CONSISTENCY ACROSS
THE STATION AND
ACROSS SHIFTS
Consistency on handling routine
callsÖthe last thing the hotels want
to have to deal with is a new officer or a new sergeant walking in
on a routine trespass or defraud and
telling them that they don’t deal
with these calls the way they have
been dealt withÖi.e., I don’t ‘honor’
trespass from other properties in the
same corporation or that the hotel
must keep ‘red cards’ to document
the prior trespasses.
NEGLECT OF DUTY
When I transferred to EAC in
late July, I saw a binder with the
cover EAC Pimp & Prostitute
Book. Inside there were only two
pictures and two F.I. cards but there
was the e-mail (see below) from
Captain Dixon.
Two very important issues are
addressed.
One is how officers are expected
to handle calls for service from the
hotels. If the hotel calls dispatch and
(See Jahn, Page 10)

Catholic League slams Obama: ‘Do
Christian lives mean so little to you?’
By Cheryl K. Chumley
The head of the Catholic League
issued a scathing criticism at President Obama, posting on his group’s
website an essay that pointed to all
the Christians being beheaded by
Muslim terrorists and asking:
Doesn’t that matter to you?
“Christians are being beheaded
all over the Middle East because
they are Christians, and those carrying out this mass murder are doing so in the name of Islam,” Bill
Donohue wrote on his group’s
website, Newsmax reported. “Yet
you continue to say and do absolutely nothing about these unspeakable crimes. Do Christians mean so
little to you?”
Mr. Donohue also referenced
Mr. Obama’s end-of-Eid al-Fitr celebration remarks — when the president and first lady Michelle Obama
spoke of the “many achievements

Cheryl K. Chumley
and contributions of Muslim
Americans to building the very fabric of our nation” — as a face slap
to Christians.
Most puzzling, he went on,
Newsmax reported, was the fact
that Mr. Obama spoke in this statement about the “common values”

that unite those of all religious
faiths.
“I can search in vain to find you
condemning the genocidal slaughter of Christians by Muslims,” Mr.
Donohue wrote. “Muslim terrorists
are killing Jews in Israel, and their
representatives have pledged to
wipe Jews off the face of the earth.
Yet your administration spends
most of its time lecturing Israelis
to be patient. About what? Being
bombed because they are Jews? Do
Jewish lives mean so little to you?”
Cheryl Chumley is a continuous
news writer for The Washington
Times. Previously, she was part of
the start-up team for The Washington Times’ digital aggregation product, Times247. She’s also a 20082009 Robert Novak journalism fellow with The Phillips Foundation.
She can be reached at
cchumley@washingtontimes.com.

Open Mic
with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
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Perpetrators of fraud in Nevada have cause to beware
By Zachariah Parry
Fraud occurs when one person
wrongfully deceives another for
personal gain. There are many diverse ways to commit fraud, and no
court or legislature is equipped to
list them all. Among the various
forms of fraud recognized by Nevada are fraudulent conveyance,
insurance fraud, securities fraud,
mail fraud, wire fraud, and constructive fraud, to name a few.
Fraud is considered both a crime
and an intentional tort. In civil
courts, fraud is often alleged as “intentional misrepresentation.” To
prevail on a claim for intentional
misrepresentation in Nevada, the
plaintiff must prove each of the following elements:
1. the defendant made a false
representation,
2. with knowledge or belief that
the representation is false or without sufficient basis for making the
representation,
3. with the intent to induce the
plaintiff to act or refrain from acting on the representation,
4. which representation the
plaintiff justifiably relies upon, and
5. which reliance damages the
plaintiff.
Because fraud is intentional, and
its effects are often devastating, Nevada has strong policies against
fraud. Nevada’s laws are intended
to punish those who commit fraud
as well as deter others from engaging in fraud. In addition to potential criminal penalties, there are
powerful tools available to a party
pursuing a fraud claim in civil court
and severe consequences to the defendant if fraud is proven.
Perhaps the biggest benefit to a
prevailing plaintiff in a fraud case
is that a judgment for fraud is not

Mace

a fraud case. For most other claims,
a complaint need only allege
enough to put the defendant on notice of the claims being brought—
very few facts actually have to be
included in the complaint. For
fraud, however, the plaintiff must
make very specific allegations, including allegations of the time, the
place, the identities of the parties
involved, and the nature of the
fraud. If the plaintiff cannot meet
this “heightened pleading standard,” the court hearing the case
will dismiss the fraud claim until
such time as the plaintiff can meet
this standard, if ever.
Once the plaintiff overcomes
this initial hurdle, it must also meet
a higher evidentiary standard.

Whereas most civil cases require a
“preponderance of the evidence”
standard of proof, meaning the evidence makes the allegations more
probably true than not; in fraud
cases, the plaintiff must present
proof by “clear and convincing evidence,” meaning that the jury can
only find for the plaintiff if the evidence makes it highly and substantially more true than not that the
fraud has occurred. “Clear and convincing evidence” is the highest
burden of proof in civil cases.
Meeting this burden can be particularly difficult because one of the
elements of fraud is intent, which
requires proof of the defendant’s
state of mind—something not easily proven. To prove intent, the
plaintiff must often rely on external manifestations of the
defendant’s mental processes,
which is usually circumstantial.
One Supreme Court Justice explained this burden by writing, “[i]t
is seldom that a fraud or conspiracy
to cheat can be proved in any other
way than by circumstantial evidence, as knaves have usually sufficient cunning to have no witnesses
present who can testify directly to
their fraudulent contrivances.”
Pursuing a fraud claim is often

further complicated — and therefore harder to win — by virtue of
the fact that many fraud schemes
are extraordinarily complicated.
Sometimes a seemingly innocent
transaction is revealed to be fraudulent once layers consisting of thousands of documents are peeled
back. Alternatively, documents may
also disprove liability for what may
initially appear to be fraud.
Fraud is a well-recognized cause
of action that is easy to allege but
difficult to prove. Every fraud case
is different. The difference between
a win and a loss in a fraud case may
depend on how well the attorney
understands how to litigate a fraud
case and how to simplify complicated subjects for the jury. Victims
of fraud and those wrongly accused
of fraud would do well to understand the elevated stakes in a fraud
case and consult with an attorney
who understands how to litigate
fraud cases.
Zachariah B. Parry is a civil litigation attorney and partner at his
firm, Pickard Parry. He can be
reached at 702-910-4300, or
through his firm’s website at
www. pickardparry.com or his
direct
email
address
zach@pickardparry.com.

By Jerry Schafer
Dreams are successions of images, emotions, and sensations that
occur involuntarily in the mind during certain stages of sleep.
As far back as I can remember,
the words ‘The American Dream’
denoted a connotation that was
nothing short of ‘wonderful,’ ‘exciting,’ and certainly ‘challenging.’
Today that connotation has
changed. It appears that the American Dream is quickly becoming the
American nightmare!
As we know, a nightmare is an
unpleasant dream that can cause
strong emotional response from the
mind, typically fear or horror but
also despair.
Unfortunately, this is coming
about due to two elements; those
elements are: Politics and Religion,
the two most harmful elements on
the face of this earth. Added to this,
there’s another part of this equation
of doom (as I call it). That added
equation can be found in the Bible;
Timothy 6:10, which says; The love
of money is the root of all evil.

Today the world is experiencing
a rash of wars that include genocide and continuing proof that
man’s inhumanity to man is here to
stay (that’s nothing new in this
world), especially in the Middle
East, where the Muslims are hell
bent and determined to exterminate
the country of Israel (that’s nothing new either).
The fact of the matter is, from
the day Israel became a recognized
state in 1948, it has never seen even
one day of peace.
The worldwide Muslim plan is
based on politics (the desire to control land and oil) and religion (the
philosophy being, if you don’t think
as they do, you’re better off dead);
or, as they say, Allah Akbar (God is
great).
Amazingly many Americans
don’t get it! They don’t understand
that Israel is the USA’s only ally and
only defense in the Middle East.
They don’t realize that if the
Muslim nations were successful in
their bid to kill all the Jews in Israel, and take over that country,

their next stop will be the USA,
which will include their next targets
which they’ve already confirmed to
be Christians.
Casting blame for the problematical events taking place in this
world is ridiculous.
The problems taking place in the
Soviet Union today, specifically in
the Ukraine is 100 percent in the
category of ‘political’ (as indicated
above, one of the two most harmful things on the face of this earth).
Actually this problem in Russia
and in the Ukraine is nothing new,
it’s been going on for generations
and believe it or not, somewhere in
the mix of these problems, religion
will become an issue too.
The point of this is simple...
nothing in this world has changed
since the beginning of recorded history. Wars, religious prejudice, racial prejudice, the desire to grab
land that belongs to others, the desire to have more money no matter
what the cost in human life or anything else may be concerned, are all
(See Schafer, Page 11)

On The
Legal
Front

By Zachariah B. Parry

dischargeable in bankruptcy. Judgments in Nevada last for six years,
but can be indefinitely renewed, so
a defendant found to have committed fraud cannot escape the judgment through bankruptcy, and as
long as the judgment remains unsatisfied, interest accrues.
Moreover, where fraud is
proven, in addition to damages
equaling the financial loss, a plaintiff can recover up to three times the
amount of actual loss in punitive
damages. In many cases, attorney’s
fees are also available.
Once there has been a judicial
finding of fraud, particularly if there
is a criminal fraud conviction, that
evidence can be used in future proceedings to discredit fraud defendants, regardless of whether in future cases they are plaintiffs, defendants, or mere witnesses.
The consequences of fraud are
severe and long lasting. Thus, it is
not uncommon for attorneys representing plaintiffs to try to find ways
to include allegations of fraud in
their complaint. However, due to
the serious nature of the consequences, fraud comes with higher
burdens and additional hurdles.
These heightened standards play
a role even at the earliest stages of

(Continued from Page 8)
absurdly inefficient.
A scheduled visit to see Syed Imran Ahmed, a surgeon accused of
Medicare fraud who is being held at the Metropolitan Detention Center
in Sunset Park, Brooklyn, took lawyers five hours, according to court
documents filed by one of Dr. Ahmed’s lawyers, Morris J. Fodeman. The
trip included travel time from Manhattan and waiting for jail personnel to
retrieve Dr. Ahmed.
Getting confidential postal mail to inmates takes up to two weeks, Mr.
Fodeman wrote. The detention center, like all federal jails, is supposed to
allow inmates or lawyers to arrange unmonitored phone calls. But, a paralegal spent four days and left eight messages requesting such a call and
got nowhere, Mr. Foderman wrote.
Dr. Ahmed’s case includes 50,000 pages of documents so far, including “Medicare claim data and patient information that we need Dr. Ahmed’s
assistance to understand,” Mr. Fodeman wrote. Especially since he is acting as a public defender in this case — meaning the government pays him
at $125 per hour — Mr. Fodeman argued that having to arrange an inperson visit or unmonitored phone call for every small question on the
case was a waste of money and time.
In Brooklyn and across the country, the issue is being decided case by
case. A spokesman for the Bureau of Prisons declined to comment, citing
the continuing litigation.
In Georgia, a man named Jared Wheat, in prison for conspiring to
import fake prescription drugs used Trulincs email to work on ads for
weight-loss products. The Federal Trade Commission used the emails as
part of a successful contempt case, arguing he violated a permanent injunction barring him from making unsubstantiated weight-loss claims.
Mr. Wheat’s lawyers said the trade commission’s request for the emails
was illegal. Federal regulations allow mail sent to prisons to be marked
as privileged, and “email, particularly in the 21st century, has effectively
replaced U.S. Postal Service mail for most communications, and this court
should not treat it differently than traditional mail,” his lawyers wrote.
But a judge, Charles A. Pannell Jr. of the United States District Court
in Atlanta, ruled in 2012 that by using Trulincs, Mr. Wheat “consented to
the monitoring and thus had no reasonable expectation of privacy.”
A defense lawyer for the former Pennsylvania senator, Vincent J. Fumo,
futilely tried to get Mr. Fumo to stop sending him emails from prison,
such as a 2011 email about his plans to write a book about his experience.
Please try to keep in mind that CorrLinks email is monitored and unprivileged,” the lawyer, Peter Goldberger, wrote, using another name for the
email system. “I think this line of messages is a good example of a topic
that is not suitable for discussion in this medium.”
Later that day, Mr. Fumo contacted Mr. Goldberger about his analysis
of a Court of Appeals hearing on his case. “I look forward to reading your
further analysis, but NOT on the email system,” Mr. Goldberger wrote.
The government collected Mr. Fumo’s emails from prison — more than
12,000 pages’ worth over six months — for inclusion in its argument for
a harsh resentencing. Mr. Fumo received six additional months; he has
since been released on probation.
In Brooklyn, Steve Zissou, a lawyer for Mr. DiFiore, tried to persuade
a judge to stop prosecutors from monitoring his client’s emails. Prosecutors had confirmed that they “intended to read my communications with
Mr. DiFiore over Trulincs,” he wrote. “Regardless of whether such communications qualify for protection under the attorney-client privilege, the
government’s decision to read our communications with our client is entirely inappropriate.”
The judge overseeing that case, Allyne R. Ross, ruled on Thursday
that the government was allowed to review the emails. “The government’s
policy does not ‘unreasonably interfere’ with Mr. DiFiore’s ability to consult his counsel,” she wrote.
In Dr. Ahmed’s case, the judge, Dora L. Irizarry, ruled against the government last month, barring it “from looking at any of the attorney-client
emails, period.”She seemed to take particular offense at an argument by a
prosecutor, F. Turner Buford, who suggested that prosecutors merely
wanted to avoid the expense and hassle of having to separate attorneyclient emails from other emails sent via Trulincs. The government was
not otherwise interested in the contents of those messages, he said.
“That’s hogwash,” Judge Irizarry said. “You’re going to tell me you
don’t want to know what your adversary’s strategy is? What kind of a
litigator are you then?” (Give me a break!) –Mace
Mace J. Yampolsky is a Board Certified Criminal Law Specialist, 625
South Sixth St., Las Vegas, NV 89101; He can be reached at: Phone 702385-9777 or fax 702-385-300. His website is located at:
www.macelaw.com.

The American dream or
the American nightmare

Jahn

(Continued from Page 9)
a 439 is created... who expects us to just respond and
‘warn’ the parties and leave? This is even more egregious when the reason that the hotel security has detained someone is a felony crime where we seem to
find a way to get the victim to P-Paul the case. It was
very satisfying to see how, then captain Dixon, viewed
how some of his officers were handling calls — BORDERLINE NEGLECT OF DUTY! EAC does not
handle anywhere near the number of 439’s involving
prostitutes as CCAC handles... but in almost five years
of working the Strip... I know that this has been, and
continues to be, an ongoing problem.
The other was females being victimized/426’d due
to excessive alcohol consumption and date-rape drugs
at nightclubs and pool parties. I recommended that
Special Events place a warning on all of their overtime assignment sheets for officers to be aware of pickpockets in the nightclubs when they are working overtime. This frequently involves female prostitutes... but
also involves professionals who work the nightclubs.
Lt. John Faulis started putting this warning on the OT
assignment sheets. They also had started placing a
warning about the sexual assaults and the danger to
females which encouraged police to monitor the condition of people that they see. This could obviously
extend to security and other casino employees.
Metro’s current undersheriff (Jim Dixon) had written to his supervisors when he was in charge of the
Enterprise Area Command: “Officers have been re-

sponding to calls at hotels reference in custody’s and
on occasion have been talking victims out of prosecuting. This is borderline neglect of duty and it will stop
now. If security has called and they have a legitimate
suspect in custody that suspect will go to jail. Prostitutes will not just be walked off the property to be able
to return again or go next door. BOOK THEM!”
This was music to my ears and it came from Jim
Dixon who had just announced his retirement to become the director of security at the Palazzo and Venetian. Boy, is he going to have his hands full of “METRO
ATTITUDE”... from a different perspective!
Dixon was a sharp leader and was right on target
about the sloppy police work being done by some of
his officers. Sloppy and lazy stand in stark contrast to
the other end of the spectrum where Captain Hank,
Captain Fasulo, and Lt. Hughes complained about
‘overzealous’ work done by officers who were allegedly ‘obsessed’ with prostitution crimes and protecting tourists. THE LAZY/NEGLECT OF DUTY COPS
STILL HAVE THEIR JOBS. Far too many of the ethical and tenacious cops (including me) have been fired
by malevolent supervisors that Sheriff Duh-G encouraged and enabled.
Norm Jahn is a former LVMPD lieutenant, who has
also served as a police chief in Shawano, Wisconsin,
and has nearly 25 years of police experience. Jahn now
contributes his opinions and ideas to help improve
policing in general, and in Las Vegas in particular,
through his weekly column in the Las Vegas Tribune.
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Trickle-down Corruption, Part I:
Schafer
Cannabis cures Cancer, so get over it
By Thomas A Nagy
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines corruption as: “dishonest or illegal behavior especially by
powerful people (such as government officials or police officers);
the act of corrupting someone or
something; something that has been
changed from its original form.”
Immediately after the largest
scandal of our time, Watergate and
the resignation of Richard Nixon as
president of the United States, this
nation elected The Man from Georgia, Jimmy Carter. The premise was
that this nation needed to heal from
the corruption of the Nixon Administration and the only president not
elected by the people, Gerald Ford.
Nixon has been credited with starting the War on Drugs on June 18,
1971 in a press conference in which
he stated that drug abuse was this
nation’s worst enemy. Ironically,
soldiers returning from Vietnam
had already been referring to “The
War, On Drugs”based on personal
experiences.
By escalating the American War
against the Vietnamese people,
Nixon created a new wave of drugusers and addicts returning from
Southeast Asia. Today, his legacy
continues in the recent Veterans
Administration (VA) Scandal,
which goes far back in time to that
period in which the VA failed to
admit to and address the health
problems caused in humans by dioxin. This widely used herbicide
was known, by 1969, to cause serious, even deadly health consequences. But the federal government and the VA chose to deny what
it knew to be factual, and allowed
veterans to suffer and die without
compensation or treatment. When
compensation for horrible illnesses
and deaths in veterans was finally
approved it was limited to $12,000
spread over ten years.
The election of Jimmy Carter to
the White House was supposed to
heal this country. Instead, his administration perpetuated deception
and corruption in ways not uncovered for decades.
Primary among these was the
study conducted for the federal government on the actual effects of cannabis derivatives on the human

body. Results of a study were released to government officials in
1977 and 1978. Between 1972 and
1978 the federal government sought
ways to prove the dangers of marijuana use conclusively, but studies
conducted under controlled conditions proved the opposite is true.
Rather than harm humans, cannabis, or marijuana, is beneficial–
so beneficial that it was shown to
inhibit the reproduction of cancer
cells and thus causes tumors to
shrink and disappear. The Carter
Administration chose to suppress
this information and to give conventional treatments preference in
treating cancer. Millions of people
have died from cancer as a result,
denied access to known natural
means of treatment while herded
into the far more harmful and often
fatal chemotherapy treatments instead. Reluctantly, after allowing
limited studies on potential cannabis-based treatments of known
chemotherapy side effects of nausea and loss of appetite, the federal
government has been backed into
the corner of accepting marijuana
as an approved medicine for cancer patients.
Suppression of this truth for
about the past thirty-five years has
had its consequences. Aside from
the obvious consequence of allowing millions of people to suffer unnecessary chemotherapy treatments
and die as a direct or indirect result, the federal government during
this same period has lost most of
its credibility. In spite of intensive
propaganda campaigns meant to
transform this nation into a Democracy of Idiots with Government as
its national religion, and with measurable success in this area, the
number of dissenters grows every
year. This is why more than 58 percent of Americans believe that cannabis should be legalized and taxed
as a resource for public funding.
The fact that nearly 42 percent of
Americans do not yet support legal
cannabis (marijuana) demonstrates
the success of the campaign to
transform this country into a nation
of Idiots who have, whether aware
of this or not, come to believe in
Government as their religion. “The
Government says it is bad for you,
so it must remain illegal. If it

weren’t bad for you it would not
have been made illegal.”
Those who have adopted Government as their religion obviously
have a hard time adjusting to the
reality that the institution they worship is thoroughly corrupt, and corrupt from the top down. It is far
easier to accept that business is corrupt than it is to accept that the institution of “representative government” has been thoroughly corrupted. Business is excused by the
Profit Motive, “If I didn’t do this
someone else would”; and the ubiquitous, “I’m only trying to provide
for my family” is the excuse for
every sort of ethically challenged
business transaction.
At the same time that Carter’s
successor in the White House introduced “trickle down economics”
to this country, the First Lady introduced the ironic phrase “Just say
no to drugs.” Since that time the average expenditure by Government
has been $51 billion annually for
its War on Drugs. This is highly
ironic because that same administration began and intensified the
wholesale drugging of schoolchildren, which they labeled behavior
modification; today more than 40
percent of all schoolchildren are on
forcibly prescribed psychoactive
modification drugs. This is the
epitome of Trickle-down Corruption: licit profits for drug companies at the expense of public wellbeing.
Every week we learn of someone else–a family member, a friend,
a person with a familiar name–that
has either died from cancer or is
being treated for it. As this is written, a famous case of a young child
with cancer is “going viral.” Thousands of people are sending gifts to
that young child in New England
as a “last birthday” wish. But has
anyone offered cannabis oil, proven
in case after case to diminish brain
tumors in small toddlers and adults?
This question lingers. It cannot be
put aside.
*****
Thomas A. Nagy is the author of
Cannabis Consumer Handbook
available at Amazon.com, and the
blog
ReGeneration
at
blogspot.com. Email direct at:
thomas.a.nagy717@gmail.com.
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military action that has a definite
achievable purpose, one that is for
the greater or greatest good of the
people, and has a chance of success.
War (mass killing/destruction/violence) without purpose or hope of
victory is not only senseless violence, but it is doomed to become a
never-ceasing smoldering fire that
uses up valuable resources on all
fronts, demolishes significant historic sites, wastes countless lives,
including those of innocent children, and destroys community
property that may never again be
replaced as it once was — or at the
very least, would cost so much to
replace that neither side could afford to rebuild it to its former quality for its previous use. In that sense,
both sides lose; and property —
which hurt no one, but was there
for both shelter and service to the
inhabitants or members of the community — is “killed” right along
with the children and anyone else
who gets “in the way” of the attack.
War — as we unfortunately
know — is still sometimes both legitimate and necessary. But ongoing and senseless violence — with
no achievable goal or hope of success — never is.
But such seems to be the situation between Israel and Hamas.
Hamas, just in case anyone isn’t
sure who or what it is, is defined as
a Palestinian Islamic movement,
founded in 1987, with the aim of
establishing a Palestinian state incorporating present-day Israel and
the West Bank (the Gaza Strip).
Israelis are those who were born
in, or live in, Israel. They want to
live in peace. Obviously they are
not all Jews. Palestinians, who also
could have been born in and now
live in Israel, want to establish their
own state of Palestine, but they
want it to be free of Israeli occupation.
In any war, declared or undeclared, regardless of what side the
“players” are on, they would want
to know what they are fighting for.
Some people would fight to the
death to protect their family from
harm. (Freedom from harm.) Some
would fight to the death to keep
their country free. (Freedom from
dictators and enslavement.) Others
would fight to the death to gain and

keep certain rights for themselves
and all others in their country.
(Freedom to live and work where
one chooses, if possible; freedom
to speak out; freedom to be part of
the community at large without
prejudice; freedom to choose one’s
form of government or one’s officials; freedom to have a place called
home.) Some people would fight to
the death just to have a country in
which to be free. Life without freedom does not seem like a life worth
living for... or dying for. Freedom
seems to be at the top of everyone’s
list.
But if we were ever told we must
jump into a war just because it was
there, isn’t that kind of like saying
that we must kill the person in front
of us because he has a weapon? Or
that it’s a victim’s own fault for
being in the way if he gets killed?
There is no reason at this time
for anyone in Hamas to believe that
anything they do will soften Israel’s
will so they’ll come around to a different way of thinking and let them
create their Palestinian state. Certainly all this latest violence is
hardly a good way to say, “Pretty
please, may we have our Palestinian state now?”
As children we’re taught that
you can catch more flies with honey
than vinegar (although why that
was a popular saying or teaching
tool I don’t know, since I never
wanted to catch any flies), yet
somehow the lesson lingers, even
though no one pays any attention
to it. It seems that in today’s world
the lesson might be to use rockets
to represent the “flies,” and then use
some kind of “rocket repellent” to
keep those representative flies at
bay. Neither side seems to know
that “honey” even exists.
No one wants to give up what
they want and settle for some lesser
thing, yet that “lesser thing” could
start to look very desirable when
they see that it could mean no loved
ones being killed, no homes or other
property being senselessly destroyed, walking in the streets is
once again a safe thing to do, and
children will have a chance to live
and grow in their own neighborhoods, in peace.
But “honey” has its price. Negotiations have to have some nectar to work with, and that can only

come from the compromises, the
concessions, and the way they are
processed to produce the honey. Are
there adequate worker bees to keep
things buzzing while the “queen
bees” work out the best deal for the
honey? As all good bees know, you
can’t pass by the honey-deal of today in hopes that tomorrow’s or
next month’s (or next year’s) honey

Maramis
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part of the list of dysfunctional happenings that have continued to
plague mankind from its very beginnings.
Within the list of historical events that have continued to plague
mankind in one way or the other, are the Tyrants who have made
names for themselves throughout recorded history... names like:
Alexander the Great, Genghis Kahn, Julius Caesar, Napoleon
Bonaparte, Adolph Hitler, and Saddam Hussain to name a few.
These kinds of people continue to pop up in one country or the
other, and they always seem to be successful for a short period of
time during which they succeed in causing the loss of human life,
liberty and property, and the unthinkable humiliation of millions of
innocent people.
We wonder how this continues to happen. The reason is simple;
these characters come on the scene during ‘their place in time’ (as it
is called). In other words, if any of these people were to try to pull
off what they pulled off in their place in time today, they wouldn’t
have a chance.
At the beginning of the 21st century, the names have changed,
but the ambitions of a variety of tyrants remain the same, the genocide continues, the religious prejudice continues, the racial prejudice continues, the desire to get more money and grab more land at
any cost continues. Of course, the order of today also includes the
manufacture and production of bigger and better weapons of mass
destruction.
Just look at the way history is repeating itself. Look at the wars,
religious prejudice, racial prejudice and attempted land-grabbing taking place today.
Add to that, the killing of innocent people in a variety of ways,
including shooting down unarmed civilian aircraft and more. It makes
one remember the words of Albert Einstein who said: “I don’t know
what kind of weapons will be used in WWIII, but I can assure you
that WWIV will be fought with sticks and stones.”
I wonder what it is that prevents Americans and people in other
countries from recognizing the horror that a plan called The Global
Jihad really means.
What mysterious evil continues to cause the Muslims, the Islamic
jihad, or members of other Arabic terrorist organizations to continually keep their hearts filled with hatred that is based on religious and
political agendas that are thousands of years old?
Why do the Muslims want to kill all the Christians in the world?
Why do they want to obliterate the state of Israel? Why do they want
to take over the USA as well as countries on the continent of Europe?
They’ve made no bones about it... they will do this through force
of numbers to begin with. Today there are a recorded 1.6 billion
Muslims in the world. In the USA today there are more than six
million Muslims.
Once their numbers are great enough in any country, Global Jihad
will become a reality as the Muslims will cause out-and-out war
combined with acts of terrorism killing as many people who don’t
think the way they do as possible.
This is no difference from the thinking of Adolph Hitler who in
the early 1930’s dreamed of world domination... his famous quote,
“Today Germany, tomorrow the world” will never be forgotten even
though Herr Hitler went the way of every tyrant in history.
As they say, The handwriting is on the wall. If the population of
the USA doesn’t get smart real fast it will only be a question of time
until the things I have written about in this article become a nightmare of facts... the American Dream will actually become the American Nightmare.

deal will be better; for all we know,
all the flowers will be gone by then.
Hamas is not the voice of nor the
“other name” for Palestinians.
Many Palestinians would be happy
to have peace now, just as Jews and
other Israelis would. Right now, all
sides (Israelis, Palestinians and
Hamas) see the others as the enemy,
since they are not in accord.

But with good old Osama
Hamdan speaking for Hamas, we
can see why getting to the honey
will be a very sticky proposition.
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column
in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis,
email
her
at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.
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SEND YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS TO:
EarthTalk, c/o E – The Environmental Magazine, P.O. Box
5098, Westport, CT 06881; earthtalk@emagazine.com. E is a
nonprofit publication. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe; Request a Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: Recent news
coverage of the disappearance of
Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 reminded us all again of how much
debris, including plastic, is in our
oceans. To what extent is this a real
problem that threatens ocean or
human health? — Margaret
Ainsworth, Philadelphia, PA
The so-far in-vain search for
Flight 370 has indeed stirred up interest in the growing problem of
ocean debris as objects thought to
possibly be plane parts have repeatedly turned out to be just floating
trash.
“The ocean is like a plastic soup,
bulked up with the croutons of these
larger items,” Charles Moore, the
captain who discovered an ocean
trash gyre roughly the size of Texas
swirling around in the deep ocean
currents between Hawaii and California, told the Associated Press.
“It’s like a toilet bowl that swirls
but doesn’t flush,” he added.
Moore’s “Great Pacific Garbage
Patch” is one of five such debris
vortexes in the world’s oceans. Last
April, searchers for MH370
stumbled onto the eastern edge of
one of them in the Indian Ocean, at
first mistaking some of the larger
bobbing objects for airplane wreckage.
While this floating flotsam may
be a time-wasting distraction for
MH370 searchers, green leaders are
worried about it for other reasons.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), trash
and other ocean debris can cause
direct harm to wildlife that ingests
or gets caught in it and can break
or suffocate coral reefs that are key
habitat for many of the world’s
marine species. Marine debris can
also contribute to the movement of
harmful invasive species that hitch
rides from one body of water to
another.

Another issue is that so much
marine debris is comprised of plastic, much of which takes hundreds
of years to break down and ends up
in the digestive systems of everything from whales to plankton, including much of the seafood that
ends up on our dinner plates.
The 2011 report, “Plastic Debris
in the California Marine Ecosystem,” by the California Ocean Science Trust, California Ocean Protection Council and Sea Grant
found that plastic debris in the
ocean not only leaches some chemical pollutants that were added during manufacture but also absorbs
and accumulates others. This includes many persistent organic pollutants (so-called POPs that have
been used extensively for things
like pest control, crop production
and industrial manufacturing) from
surrounding seawater and marine
sediments. These POPs have been
linked to population declines, diseases and behavioral or physical
abnormalities in many wildlife species. Researchers are still not sure
how these chemicals, as well as others (Bisphenol A, phthalates,
phenanthrene, etc.) may affect marine ecosystems in the long run.
In the meantime, we can all play
a role in reducing the amount of
plastic and other debris that end up
in our oceans. “The most effective
way to stop plastic pollution in our
oceans is to make sure it never
reaches the water in the first place,”
says the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC), a leading environmental non-profit. According to
the group, individuals need to take
care to recycle and never litter,
while manufacturers should reducing packaging and design more of
it to be fully recyclable. NRDC and
others are also working on the legislative front to try to institutionalize such measures.

California’s Costanoa, where guests can use tented bungalows — safari-style canvas tents with hardwood
floors, heaters and real beds with high thread-count sheets — as base camps for exploring the surrounding
30,000 acres of state parks and wildlife preserves.
*****
the lodge offers direct access to the
Dear EarthTalk: Where are
893 square-mile island wilderness
ists should check out the Rolling
some good “eco-travel” destinathat is America’s least visited naHuts, a series of small mobile cabtions right here in the continental
tional park — where wolves,
ins designed by modern architect
U.S. that I can consider for a fammoose, loons, beaver, fox and other
Tom Kundig and situated in a field
ily vacation? — Janet Devino,
wildlife rule. The lodge rents boats,
alongside the rushing Methow
Brooklyn, NY
kayaks and canoes and offers
River amid one of the nation’s best
Many of us are looking to green
guided fishing and sightseeing
networks of cross-country ski and
our lifestyles today and this comtours. Given its northerly location
mountain biking trails. The “huts”
mitment to Mother Earth can also
and lack of light pollution, the lodge
sleep up to four and are heated with
include how and where we travel.
also serves up free viewing of the
wood-burning fireplaces, while the
And those of us looking to take a
Northern Lights.
adjacent restaurant Kelly’s serves
vacation that benefits instead of
For another type of domestic
up local organic fare with panache.
harms the natural environment no
eco-travel experience, sign up for a
If you aren’t lucky enough to score
longer have to travel to the ends of
trip with Earthwatch, a nonprofit
one of the six huts, you can always
the Earth to do so. In the so-called
that sends citizen-scientists on enrough it in the canvas platform tents
“Lower 48,” many resorts and desvironmental research trips with
down a footpath and a world away
tinations work hard to minimize
leading scientists. Some of the
from the everyday hubbub.
their impact on the environment.
group’s upcoming Lower 48 trips
If a more refined form of green
One example is California’s
include exploring Boston’s urban
is your thing, try San Francisco’s
Costanoa, where guests can use
forest, researching the causes and
Orchard Garden Hotel, designed
tented bungalows — safari-style
effects of rising tides in South Carofrom the ground up to qualify for
canvas tents with hardwood floors,
lina and uncovering the mysteries
the U.S. Green Building Council’s
heaters and real beds with high
of ancient Colorado.
Leadership in Energy and Environthread-count sheets — as base
Of course, there are many other
mental Design (LEED) status.
camps for exploring the surroundways to indulge in eco-travel withAmong other green touches, the
ing 30,000 acres of state parks and
out leaving the continental U.S. A
hotel’s guestrooms feature keycardwildlife preserves. Grilling stations
simple Internet search for eco-travel
based energy control system, ecofor cooking as well as bathrooms
and a specific region will surely
friendly bath products, and decor
with showers are scattered around
yield plenty of worthy options for
utilizing natural woods and fabrics.
the grounds so guests can take care
places to go to get away from that
Another option is the Rock Harof worldly concerns. Interested
computer screen and interact dibor Lodge on remote Isle Royale
guests should think ahead as the
rectly with the natural world.
on Michigan’s Lake Superior. Acbungalows book up a year or more
*****
cessible by boat or seaplane only,
in advance.
In Washington State, eco-tour-

Charles Moore, the captain who discovered an ocean trash gyre roughly the size of Texas swirling around in
the ocean between Hawaii and California, told the Associated Press: “It’s like a toilet bowl that swirls but
doesn’t flush.” Pictured: Some trash that made it back to shore, from where it should have never left.

lasvegasprintingcenter@gmail.com
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Distill, a Local Bar, opened in Southern Highlands
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
I was invited to the VIP/ Media
grand-opening party of the new
Southern Highlands location of
Distill, a Local Bar.
Recently I attended the opening
of Elixir, one of their other bars in
Henderson.
The invitation offered an
evening of great drinks, fun, entertainment and hand-crafted food.
Just as they promised, everything was great! Their buffet table
offered selections for us to makeour-own tacos with steak, fish, brie
and sauces. The pretzel bites added
the perfect touch.
Of all the interesting combinations, the flavorful steak stood-out.
Mike Nigro, Managing Member
Owner of Distill, explained, “The
cook marinates the meat in whiskey for hours to serve in the Whiskey Steak Tacos.
Distill serves Philly steaks, New
York steak sandwich, grilled steak
salad and New York steak dinner.
We use USDA prime steaks. If you
like steak, this is a good place to
go.”
Distill offers an international
menu with Greek Gyros, Cuban
sandwiches, Mexican street tacos,
Cajun chicken sandwich and the
Italian flavors of Calzones,
Stromboli and pizza.
Mike commented, “We create
the energy with monthly events like
“Bowling with the Bartenders,”
“80s Party,” a “Luau” and more.
This is a chance to meet people and
have fun like going to your own
club.”
We will have a vacation voucher
giveaway for a lucky couple.
When members of our slot club
log into the machine, there are three
ways for scratch cards to appear.
Pick a card and you can win money
and redeem points for cash.
If seven balls drop on all of your

Mike Nigro, Managing Member Owner

numbers as you play the machine,
you win $10,000.
Distill is big on sports with 22
TV’s airing all of the games for their
guests.
With over 6,500 square feet,
even though Distill was filled with
happy guests there was plenty of
room.
Distill was designed with the bar
in the middle of the main dining
room and an enclosed smoking dining room on the right side.
The menu offers a choice of 15
appetizers, 16 wraps/sandwiches,
11 sliders, six burgers, nine salads,
three Calzones, two Stromboli and
five pizzas as well as seven dinners.
Great choices!
Distill Bar’s prices range fromAppetizers: $4.25-10.99, Burgers/
Sandwiches/Wraps: $7.99-13.99,
salads $8.99-11.99 and dinners
$10.99-16.99.
For information, call
(702) 834-5700. Distill, a local
bar, is located at 4830 West Pyle Avenue, off Decatur, near Silverado
Ranch Boulevard (Southern Highlands).
Their other Distill, a local Bar,
locations include: 10820 West
Charleston (Summerland) and #215
and Charleston Boulevard. Elixir
Lounge, a local lounge, 2920 North
Green Valley Parkway, Henderson.
For more information visit
www.disctillbar.com.
*****
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist featuring Show and Dining reviews, Travel, Health, Spas, Luxury,
Spas, Automobiles and more. Sandy
is talk show host of the Las Vegas
Today Show programs and Discover the Ultimate Vacation travel
specials. If you want to suggest topics for articles, for information or
to ask any questions about Sandy’s
articles, call (702) 735-5974 or
email
her
at
szimmerman@lasvegastribune.com.
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Miss Asian Las Vegas Pageant at Palazzo
This Week
in Las Vegas
By Mike Kermani

Last year’s 2013 Miss Asian Las Vegas finalists

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
Tickets for the second annual
Miss Asian Las Vegas Pageant will
go on sale on Friday, Aug. 8. The
event will be held inside The
Palazzo Theatre at The Palazzo Las
Vegas on Sunday, Sept. 28 at 2 p.m.
Ticket prices start at $28 (plus applicable service fees) and can be
purchased at any Venetian or
Palazzo box office or charge-byphone at 866.641.7469.
The Miss Asian Las Vegas Pageant is the city’s premier beauty and
culture pageant for Asian-Americans. The event provides a platform
to help build leadership, friendships, community involvement, etiquette and talent for its contestants.
In addition to traditional pageant
rounds such as interviews,
swimwear and evening gowns, the
production will feature glamorous
displays of Asian culture and costume. This year, the pageant will
have representatives from Teen,
Miss, Ms. and Mrs. categories with
ages ranging from 15-52.
A grand prize winner will be
chosen in each category as well as
a Chinese representative who will
go on to compete in the Miss
Chinatown USA Pageant.
*****
ENTERTAINMENT
LINE-UP AT THE
SOUTH POINT HOTEL
Rob Schneider, August 8-10;
Lights Out: A Tribute to Frankie
Valli and the Four Freshmen, August 15-17; Dave Coulier, August
22-24; and Bill Medley with
McKenna Medley, August 29-31.
*****
BATTLE FOR THE RED
BULL BC ONE NORTH
AMERICAN FINAL CROWN
An Epic Night of Breaking
Battles Will Go Down on August
15 at The Brooklyn Bowl in Las
Vegas, Hosted by Hip-Hop Culture
Icon and MTV and SIRIUS XM
Radio Personality, Sway Calloway.
On Friday, August 15, Red Bull
BC One, the world’s most prestigious one-on-one B-Boy competition, will lay down the dance floor
at The Brooklyn Bowl in Las Vegas, NV, for the highly anticipated
Red Bull BC One North America
Final.
MTV and SIRIUS XM personality, Sway Calloway, will be the
evening’s host as 16 of North
America’s greatest B-Boys throw
down in an epic showdown with
their sole aim of being crowned the
Red Bull BC One North America
champion.
The North America Final is one
of six global qualifiers, which include Brazil, Algeria, Finland,
Croatia and Taiwan. To get a sneak
peek of what’s to come, check out
the high-flying action in the following
video:
https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YXGdUwmil8s
With months of training, it will
all come down to this one night.
Each competitor will battle in front
of hundreds of cheering fans to

showcase jaw-dropping freezes,
incredible power moves, high-flying acrobatics and precise footwork.
Each B-Boy will battle for the
chance to represent North America
in the World Final on November 29
in Paris, France, where they will
compete against the world’s best
dancers to claim the most coveted
title in B-Boying.
The 16 Red Bull BC One North
America Final competitors include:
Jayd-illa (Los Angeles, CA), Vicious (Montreal, Canada), Viktor
(Orlando, FL), Morris (Sacramento,
CA), Tung Fu (Orlando, FL), El
Nino (Boston, MA), MN Joe (St.
Paul, MN), Rion (San Diego, CA),
Icey Ives (Anchorage, AK), Tata
(New York, NY), B-Boy Ben (Las
Vegas, NV), Isaiah (Washington
D.C.), Tony TBags (Boston, MA),
Toyz aRe Us (Silver Spring, MD),
Maynard (Las Vegas, NV) and
Gravity (Brooklyn, NY).
Each B-Boy will need to demonstrate their best skills, rhythm and
creative style to impress the panel
of judges, RoxRite (Red Bull BC
One All-Star and 2011 Red Bull BC
One World Champion), Neguin
(Red Bull BC One All-Star and
2010 Red Bull BC One World
Champion) and Marlon (Havikoro
Crew, Texas).
The Red Bull BC One North
America Final will stream live at
www.redbullbcone.com starting at
9 p.m.
Since its inception in 2004, Red
Bull BC One has become the premier competition in the world of BBoying, consistently attracting the
best individual breakers in the
world.
Originally designed as an “invitation-only” event, the series has
now opened to give any B-Boy the
chance to compete through a multilayered global qualification phase.
Red Bull BC One celebrates
breaking culture by using its original one-on-one, knockout battle format, as opposed to the crew-battle
style more prevalent today.
*****
NEON TREES ROCK BAND
HONORED AT
HARD ROCK HOTEL
American rock band Neon Trees
joined music royalty and received
their first-ever memorabilia display
in a case unveiling at Hard Rock
Hotel & Casino Las Vegas on
Thursday, July 31.
Comprised of lead singer Tyler
Glenn, guitarist Chris Allen, bassist Branden Campbell and drummer
Elaine Bradley, the group unveiled
the case in front of dozens of
screaming fans.
Glenn took a few minutes to acknowledge his appreciation of his
fans and of the property, stating
“We’ve been coming to this hotel
for seven or eight years now... It’s
a deep honor because we’re such
music fans as well to be included
in something that’s relevant and part
of modern music.
We put so much into everything
we do visual to have some of that

erybody Talks.” “Animal” reached
No. 1 on Billboard’s Alternative
Rock chart and was featured in an
official LVCVA advertising campaign.
Their new record, Pop Psychology, has garnered a gold hit with
the single “Sleeping with a Friend.”
Neon Trees will return to Las Vegas on Friday, Oct. 24 to play the
Life is Beautiful festival.

NEON TREES
in a case for people to see is deeply
*****
exciting as artists. I’m so thrilled.”
“HOT VEGAS NITES” CAR
Campbell, a Las Vegas native,
SHOW ROLLS INTO
said “When you think of the comORLEANS ARENA
pany we keep, when you walk
The “Hot Vegas Nites” Car
throughout this hotel and you see Show, presented by Strictly Muscle
all the other artist that are here, and Car Club, will feature American
for us to be included among those muscle cars of all years, food, bevartists is really an honor.”
erages, music and numerous venHe also acknowledged his Las dors. Awards will be presented to
Vegas roots, continuing by saying the “Best of Show” contenders.
the hotel has always been imporThe show appears on Saturday,
tant to him because his father September 6, at 11:00 a.m., in the
helped construct the property’s sig- Orleans Arena (Harmon parking
nature roof-top guitar. “It’s a piece lot) 4500 West Tropicana Avenue.
of our family, to come here and alSpectator tickets are available
ways see all the work that has been from $5.00 plus taxes and convedone. It goes beyond music.”
nience fees, and can be purchased
The display, curated by Hard by calling the Orleans Arena Box
Rock Hotel’s memorabilia coordi- Office at 702-284-7777 or by visitnator Beau Dobney, features items ing www.orleansarena.com.
from the “Sleeping with a Friend,”
*****
the band’s current single, such as
UPROAR FESTIVAL
Glenn’s cupcake suite, Campbell’s
AT THE JOINT AT THE
base guitar, Allen’s suit and ukuHARD ROCK HOTEL
lele, Bradley’s snakeskin heels, a
The 2014 Rockstar Energy UPhouse costume as well as clothing ROAR Festival featuring multifrom the album cover.
platinum band Godsmack, along
Neon Trees is best known for with Skillet and Pop Evil, makes a
their mega-hits “Animal” and “Ev- stop at The Joint at Hard Rock Ho-

tel & Casino on Wednesday, September 17. Tickets go on sale Friday at 10am.
21st century hard rock titans
Godsmack have sold over 20 million records worldwide. The band’s
new smash single “1000hp” recently debuted at #1 on the iTunes
Rock chart and it’s already Top 10
on the Active Rock radio chart in
its first week.
Godsmack will release their
sixth full length album 1000hp on
August 5. Frontman and founder
Sully Erna says, “UPROAR Festival has been a long part of
Godsmack’s history; we can’t wait
to get out with some of our longtime friends and play our new music for our fans.”
“We’re excited to welcome UPROAR veterans Godsmack back
for another year and also can’t wait
to hit the road with all the other
amazing rock bands joining us for
the first time.
We look forward to creating an
incredible UPROAR experience for
rock fans in every city we visit,” say
festival producers John Oakes and
John Reese.
Check out a promo video for the
Rockstar Energy UPROAR Festival which includes an appearance
from Sully Erna from Godsmack
here:
http://youtu.be/
G3h3Guru50Q.
Since its inception in 2010, the
Rockstar Energy UPROAR Festival continues to receive widespread
praise from the media.
*****
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper. He writes a weekly
column in this newspaper. To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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Caveman Donates $2,655 to Injured Police Officers Fund

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
Las Vegas Police Protection Association members are invited to
see the show FREE in August. Defending the Caveman , the longest
running solo play in Broadway history donated $2,655 to the Injured
Police Officers Fund (IPOF) in support of families for fallen Las Vegas Metro Police Department
(LVMPD) officers Alyn Beck and
Igor Soldo. The donation is from
the patrons, cast and crew of Defending the Caveman at Harrah’s
Las Vegas.
“Thank you Defending the
Caveman. It’s wonderful to see to
see tourists, as well as locals supporting our cause,” said Richard
Golgart, IPOF president. “When all
is said and done, the outpour of
donations — no matter how small
or large — adds up to tremendous
support for those families who have
lost a loved one that dedicated their
life to protect and serve our community.”
Defending the Caveman , a hilariously insightful play about the
ways men and women relate - fight,
laugh and love - will honor members of the Las Vegas Police Protection Association with complimentary admission through August
31. “Our Defending the Caveman
team felt in our hearts we must offer our officers a place where they
can find solace in a few hours of
laughter,” said producer John
Bentham. “As a long-standing
member of the community, our
hearts go out to the families, friends
and colleagues of the fallen.”
*****
WESTGATE OFFERS WAYS
TO REMEMBER ELVIS THE
ANNIVERSARY OF HIS
DEATH ON SATURDAY,
AUGUST 16
Elvis fans across the world will
be celebrating the memory of “The
King,” Elvis Presley, on the 37th
anniversary of his death. At the
Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino, where he performed 837 consecutive sold-out shows, is a collection of authentic Elvis Presley
memorabilia for guests to visit and
admire including clothing, jewelry,
costumes and the last car he owned.
Presley performed thousands of
shows at the Westgate property,
originally The International Hotel,
later the Las Vegas Hilton and most
recently the LVH- Las Vegas Hotel
& Casino, after it first opened in
1969. Throughout his epic sevenyear stint, more people saw Presley
perform at the property than anywhere else in the world.
While at Westgate Las Vegas
Resort & Casino, Presley fans can
view the many artifacts on display
throughout the property from The
King’s Ransom Museum . The current list of artifacts includes:
— The Last Car Elvis Presley
Purchased,1976 Lincoln Mark IV
—Elvis Presley’s 1973 Aloha
from Hawaii Full Stage Cape
—“E.P.” Coveralls from 1972
documentary Elvis On Tour
—1954 Elvis’ earliest known
concert poster
—Elvis Presley’s 1953 Martin
00-21 Stage Guitar
—Elvis Presley’s From Elvis in
Memphis Leather Jacket
—Elvis Presley’s two-piece “Indian Suit”
—Elvis Presley Show Tour
Trunk
—Elvis In Concert Tour
member’s jacket
—Elvis Presley’s custom paisley stage costume shirt
—Elvis Presley’s “On Tour”
gold Nautic prescription sunglasses
—Elvis Presley’s personal trademark “EP” Aviator prescription
sunglasses
—Elvis Presley’s Aloha from
Hawaii squash blossom necklace
—Elvis Presley’s 14kt gold star
ruby & diamond ring
—Elvis Presley’s custom-made
two-piece Indian suit
—Elvis Presley’s mermaid stage
costume
—Elvis Presley’s personal
Walther PPK Semi-Automatic Pistol
—Elvis Presley’s emerald tourmaline and diamond cross necklace
—Elvis Presley’s zodiac stage
belt
—James Burton’s (Presley’s favorite guitar player) personal
Fender Malibu Studio Guitar
The property also houses the
legendary 5,000-square-foot penthouse “Elvis suite” located on the
30th floor. Fans are welcome to pay
tribute to Presley at the life-size
bronze statue located in the
Westgate lobby. For more information or to book accommodations at
the new Westgate Las Vegas Resort
& Casino, call toll free at (800) 7327117
or
log
on
to

www.westgatelasvegasresort.com.
*****
SECOND ANNUAL KING OF
POP BIRTHDAY PARTY
AUGUST 29
For the second consecutive year,
Cirque du Soleil and the Estate of
Michael Jackson are inviting fans
to the King of Pop’s official birthday party Friday, Aug. 29 at an exclusive all-day celebration at the
Michael Jackson ONE Theatre at
Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino.
This year, the daylong birthday
celebration is truly fit for a king culminating with the added birthday
performances of Michael Jackson
ONE at 7:00p.m. and 9:30p.m.
Guests who book their tickets to one
of the birthday performances with
the special offer code at
w w w. c i r q u e d u s o l e i l . c o m /
mjbdaywill be invited to attend a
private “meet & greet” with representatives of the Estate, members
of the show’s creative team and
other special guests from the day’s
activities as well as receive access
to an exclusive room offer from
Mandalay Bay which includes a
commemorative birthday ticket and
gift bag. Guests also will be able to
enjoy other special events throughout the day including: a book-signing with Forbes senior editor and
“Michael Jackson, Inc.” author
Zack O’Malley Greenburg, a
screening of the behind-the-scenes
documentary from Michael’s latest
album XSCAPE , and a Q&A with
record producer Rodney Jerkins
and “Man In The Music” author Joe
Vogel who also contributed the liner
notes to the album package.
The album, which contains all
new material, took over the top
spots on the global charts in May,
hitting No. 1 in 52 countries and
Top 5in 87 others. It debuted at No.
1 on the Hits Magazine chart and
No. 2 on the Billboard chart. The
first single from the album, “Love
Never Felt So Good,” lit up the
charts around the world, giving
Jackson his highest Billboard chart
bow since 1995 and fourth-highest
debut ever at No. 20. It is now the
last song played as the audience
leaves the Michael Jackson ONE
Theatre.
Michael Jackson ONE is a sonic,
tonic fusion of acrobatics, dance
and visuals that takes the audience
on an immersive journey through
the music and spirit of Michael
Jackson.
Driven by Michael’s powerful,
multi-layered music — heard like
never before in a riveting, state-ofthe-art surround-sound environment — ONE takes the audience
through a series of seamless visual
and musical tableaux, at the heart
of a world that is in turn majestic,
playful, magical and heart-warming.
In Michael Jackson ONE ,
Michael’s artistry and spirit are expressed through the vibrant energy
of the cast of 63 dancers and performers, underscored by aerial performance, driving acrobatics, and
vivid choreographies that use the
urban/hip hop idiom as a springboard for exploration.
ONE is a heartfelt tribute to the
work, innovative spirit, and legacy
of Michael Jackson — the King of
Pop, the genius, the visionary, the
One.
*****
TICKETS FOR SHANIA
TWAIN’S FINAL 16
PERFORMANCES,
OCT. 8-DEC. 13, ON-SALE
Not many performers have impacted Las Vegas quite like Shania
Twain, including a ride down the
famed Las Vegas Strip with a stampede of horses to bringing her legendary country-glamour to fans
around the world, but today Shania
announced the end of her two-year
residency SHANIA: STILL THE
ONE at The Colosseum at Caesars
Palace with the final show set for
Saturday, Dec. 13, 2014.
In addition to the just-announced
final 16 performances, fans can
catch SHANIA: STILL THE ONE
at The Colosseum at Caesars Palace now through July 26, 2014.
“At the beginning of this amazing journey, through the rediscovery for my love of performing, I
knew the stage would feel like
home, but it turned out that Las
Vegas itself became ‘home’,” said
Shania. “Performing for fans who

come from all over the world to see
the show night-after-night warms
my heart. I started the first international Shania Kids Can clubhouse
in Las Vegas because I love this city,
and my time here has given me
more than anyone can ever know. I
can’t thank Las Vegas enough.”
Shania will have performed
close to 110 shows during the
course of her two years at The Colosseum which began on Dec. 1,
2012. Shania was also recently
named “Best Resident Performer”
in the Las Vegas Weekly’s annual
“Best of Vegas 2014” issue.
“Shania Twain truly is Still the
One. Her greatest-hits show is glitz
and glamor and heavily incorporates the audience. She’s active in
the community... She’s everything
one could ask for in a Strip headliner.” — Las Vegas Weekly
SHANIA: STILL THE ONE is
a concert celebration that takes fans
on a spectacular journey through
the various stages of Shania’s life
and career in an unforgettable
evening filled with music, multisensory experiences, fashion and a
few unexpected surprises. Produced
by AEG Live and directed by Raj
Kapoor, the show also features creative expertise from Production
Designer Michael Cotten, Costumier Marc Bouwer and Lighting
Designer Peter Morse.
The spectacular, high-energy
production is a compilation of
Shania’s most celebrated hits including “Man! I Feel Like A
Woman!,” “You’re Still The One,”
and “That Don’t Impress Me
Much,” and features a 13-piece
band and six male dancers. The
high-tech production incorporates
some unexpected surprises including multi-scent show projectors, a
new 4D multisensory technology
that has never been used before in
a concert setting.
Tickets for Oct. 8 through Dec.
13, 2014 are on sale now and include:
Oct.: 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18,
21, 24, 25
Dec.: 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13
Prices range from $55 to $250,
plus applicable fees, and may be
purchased by calling 1-888-9-AXSTIX (1-888-929-7849), online at

www.thecolosseum.com
or
www.axs.com, keyword “Shania
Twain” and in person at The Colosseum at Caesars Palace Box Office, open daily from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. For groups of 10 or more, call
1-866-574-3851. For additional
show and ticket information, visit
www.shaniainvegas.com
or
www.thecolosseum.com or follow
updates from The Colosseum at
Caesars Palace on Twitter
@Colosseum@CP.
*****
2ND ANNUAL BIKINI BEER
FESTIVAL SATURDAY,
AUG. 30
Spend Labor Day at the 2nd
Annual Bikini Beer Festival at PICNIC at Downtown Grand, Las Vegas’ only urban rooftop pool experience. Nearly 500 guests are expected for the evening pool party
and encouraged to come dressed in
their best swimsuits and bikinis for
an evening of swimming, music and
beer. Guests will experience unlimited samples from regional and local breweries including Big Dogs
Brewery while listening to live
music provided by local bands and
DJ ParaDise and gambling under
the stars.
PICNIC’s menu features a wide
variety of starter snacks (PICNIC’s
signature Garlic Edamame &
Edamame Dip); outdoor dining
dishes (hand-tossed pizza made
from scratch and the OMG Picnic
Burger with grilled tomato, bacon,
shallot aioli, fried onion, house
made pickles and cheese) and desserts (house-spun ice cream and
gelato served with biscotti). Guests
may enjoy PICNIC’s tempting
dishes while seated at any of the 12
communal picnic tables that can fit
up to eight guests or 15 tables on
our “lawn” seating up to six.
Whimsical and nostalgic, the
35,000-square-foot PICNIC is
reminiscent of a ‘50s pool oasis,
setting the scene for live entertainment and film screenings throughout the year. Share a picnic basket
and a blanket on the grass. Have a
meal at a communal picnic table.
Take a dip into the infinity pool.
Enjoy a cocktail while taking in the
incomparable
vistas
of
Downtown3rd and Fremont Street
Experience. Play blackjack under
the stars. All this and more await
guests this summer at PICNIC.
Saturday, Aug. 30, 7 p.m. —
VIPs, 8 to 11 p.m. — General public complimentary admission
Tickets are $40 for VIPs for $30
for general admission.
Tickets can be purchased at
www.BikiniBeerFestival.com or at
www.DowntownGrand.com.
Guests must be 21 or over.

*****
THE IMPROV AT HARRAH’S:
AUG. 5-AUG. 10
The world-famous Improv at
Harrah’s Las Vegas is the longestrunning comedy club on the Las
Vegas Strip. The Improv’s ability to
showcase young comedians, as well
as bring in big names, has attributed to its longevity and success .
Each week, The Improv showcases some of the funniest and
freshest faces in comedy, creating
a show that is always unique and
definitely funny. The comedians
who will perform Aug. 5-Aug. 10
are:
Allan Havey: Allan Havey is
considered one of the best stand-ups
working today. With appearances
on television shows such as “The
Office,” “Seinfeld,” “Curb Your
Enthusiasm,” “Louie” and many
more, Havey has made his mark in
the comedy world. In addition to his
many TV appearances, he has
worked on numerous films, featured on many comedy shows and
hosted “Night After Night with
Allan Havey,” which became a cult
classic.
Mike Wilmot: For more than a
decade, Mike Wilmot has built up
a reputation as an unsung hero of
the UK comedy scene. Wilmot has
made many appearance on comedy
shows in the UK, including BBC
1’s “Not Going Out” and “28 Acts
in 28 Minutes.” Wilmot is an internationally-acclaimed Canadian comedian and Time Out Comedy
Award winner.
Jesus Trejo: Stand-up comedian
Jesus Trejo’s high-energy performance is a fusion of characters,
storytelling and physical comedy,
which paints a picture of his childhood.. His work ethic has earned
him spots opening for the likes of
Steve Trevino, Pauly Shore, Steve
Byrne and Russell Peters. Trejo recently landed a reoccurring role as
“Javier” on the new TBS sitcom
titled “Sullivan & Son.”
Shows are at 8:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
Tickets are $29.05 or $44.95 (plus
applicable taxes and fees) for VIP
tickets that include special seating,
an Improv t-shirt and post-show
meet-and-greet with the comics.
Special two-for-one tickets are also
available for locals for the 10 p.m.
show. Tickets are available at
Harrah’s Box Office (702-3695223)
and
online
at
www.harrahslasvegas.com.
*****
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Jerry Fink, email
him at jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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To Cash In On Poker — Play the Player
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Lin Klaasen
You can’t hide because Face
Reading expert Lin Klaassen knows
all of your secrets.
SZ: “How does face reading
apply to poker?
LIN: “Face Reading is an ancient science that correlates the
physical structures of the face to the
personality and has been practiced
around the world for over 3,000
years.
“Micro expressions or ‘tells’
only last seconds and can be staged,
reading facial structures is much
easier and far more accurate.
“Every single facial feature
gives you a message about the
owner. Think of the advantage of
knowing how to read a person with
92 percent accuracy at a glance.
“The micro gestures or ‘tells’ of
poker first require you to set a
baseline or norm for the person you
are reading, and then you need to
watch for variations from their
norm.
“If that were not enough to deal
with, you also have to decide if the
gestures or expressions are genuine
or if they are staged in an attempt
to bluff or double bluff.”
SZ: “Do you study the person’s
body language?”
Lin: “I believe every poker
player needs to apply both body language and face reading to be a threat
to their opponents at the poker table.
“The advantage of face reading
is a person cannot change the size
of their nostrils, the slant of their
forehead or any other facial feature
on their face, just because they sat
down to play poker, and you can
begin to read them immediately,
even before the game actually
starts.
“The words, gestures, and actions of a person can be staged, but
the face does not lie, if you can see
it you can read it.
“In my ‘Poker the Real Deal’
cards I cover 64 facial traits that she
believe have the greatest importance at the poker table.”
SZ: “Where could someone star
reading?”
Lin: “You start by looking at the
overall face, the wider or broader

the face and jaw the more inherent
their self confidence. Conversely
the thin narrow face has had to work
to build confidence.
“The nose is the most important
facial feature to read at the poker
table. The bridge of the nose gives
you great insights.
“The straight nose: These people
have a logical, no-nonsense approach to life that carries over to
poker.
“They prefer logical strategies,
including long term planning. They

Lin Klaassen

have difficulty with foolishness and
what they judge as meaninglessness.
“The hawk or convex nose:
These people are mentally aggressive and sensible in their thoughts.
“They will know the technical
aspects of the game and rely on their
mind and logic. They tend to be
skeptical, even cynical. It will be
very difficult to bluff them.
“No amount of skill can change

a deuce into an ace, but the knowledge of face reading can help you
play the player.”
Lin Klaassen has written “How
to Read Faces Guides for Poker
Players, Dating, Sales,” acing the
Interview and more. For information, call (586) 773-4230 or visit
www.FaceReadingbylin.com.
*****
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman has been involved in

producing television, TV commercials, and travel specials for 28
years. Sandy is a syndicated Show
and Dining Reviewer, travel writer,
professional photographer and talk
show host of the Las Vegas Today
Show and Discover the Ultimate
Vacation travel specials. For information or questions about Sandy’s
columns, contact her at (702)-7316491 or email her at
szimmerman@lasvegastribune.com.
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What
Social Security benefits
You Need
of different flavors
To Know
SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

By Dr Nina Radcliff

Hand washing and
stopping the
spread of infection
By Dr. Nina
My friend has a sign in her bathroom stating “Wash your hands and
say your prayers because God and germs are everywhere.” While we
may have differing opinions on religion, we can all agree that hand washing is important. In fact, it is one of the most important and easiest ways
to stay healthy. When it comes to sharing, let’s continue to do so with
opinions, ideas, and resources; but let’s wash away the germs.
Where are germs?
Everywhere! You name it and they lie lurking—from doorknobs to
phones to computer keyboards to handrails to tabletops. Fortunately, they
are too small to see and that helps us cope (it would be frightening otherwise). Unfortunately, this results in “out of sight, out of mind.” Additionally, germs find us irresistible. It is estimated that as many as 10,000
bacterial species inhabit our body! And that if you add up their weight, it
is equal to about 3 pounds; similar to what our brain weighs. As Inspector
Gadget would say, “Wowzers!”
How are germs spread?
Our fingers are akin to “weapons of mass contamination.” Those ten
digits can transmit germs from our nose, mouth, or eyes (by sneezing,
coughing, or rubbing, respectively) to others. Not to mention, our fingers
can also spread germs to the food we eat.
One of the most horrific moments in my life was when I learned about
“fecal oral transmission” of germs in my microbiology class. This means
that germs from stool enter our mouth. In fact, a single gram of human
feces (equal to the weight of a paper clip) can contain 1 trillion germs.
“Wowzers!”
When is it best to wash your hands?
—Before cooking, preparing, or eating food
—After using the restroom (even in your own home)
—After changing your child’s diaper
—After sneezing, blowing your nose, or coughing into your hands
—After taking out the garbage
—After feeding pets or cleaning up their waste
—If you think you should! Don’t be stingy
How can washing your hands be that important?
Studies have shown that handwashing education can decrease the number of people who get sick with diarrhea by 31 percent and the number of
respiratory illnesses in the general population by 21percent. “Wowzers!”
During flu season, handwashing is critical to decrease viral spread.
What’s all the fuss about?
Although 95 percent of the population says that they wash their hands
after using a public toilet, in reality it is closer to 67 percent. Furthermore
that number does not necessarily mean that they are properly washing
their hands. “Wowzers!”
What is the correct method to washing your hands?
A quick rinse will not clean it. And you must use soap.
—First wet your hands and apply liquid or clean bar soap.
—Next rub your hands vigorously together and scrub all surfaces. Don’t
forget your fingernails! Get soap and water under your nails.
—Continue rubbing your hands for 20 seconds. To avoid shortchanging yourself, sing the entire song “Happy Birthday” twice.
—Rinse hands well under running water.
—Dry your hands using paper towel or air dryer. If possible, use your
paper towel to turn off the faucet and open the door.
Can you wash your hands too much?
Although the experts say no, in reality many of us face dry and cracked
hands that can make us want to avoid handwashing. This is especially
true in the wintertime. To avoid this, use moisturizing soap and apply
moisturizing lotion repeatedly throughout the day.
So here’s a pop quiz: What is one of the quickest and most effective
ways to stay healthy? WASH YOUR HANDS! Those fingers function as
a conduit for the passage of germs. And we want to stop those germs dead
in their tracks. By the way, did you hear the joke about germs? Sorry, I
don’t want to spread it.
*****
Dr. Nina Radcliff is dedicated to her profession, her patients and her
community, at large. She is passionate about sharing truths for healthy,
balanced living as well as wise preventive health measures. She completed medical school and residency training at UCLA and has served on
the medical faculty at The University of Pennsylvania. She is a Board
Certified Anesthesiologist and a member of the American Society of Anesthesiologists where she serves on committees for Young Physicians and
Communications. Author of more than 200 textbook chapters, research
articles, medical opinions and reviews; she is often called upon by media
to speak on medical, fitness, nutrition, and healthy lifestyle topics impacting our lives, today.

HELP WANTED

Actors, Models, Extras!
New interviews for jobs in
Las Vegas area. Earn $17$165 hr. All ages & experience levels. 702-530-9176

By James Duff
Social Security Operations
Supervisor in Henderson
Do you scream for ice cream? If
so, July’s the month for you. (If not,
read on just the same — we have a
surprise for you at the end.)
July is National Ice Cream
Month and July 20 is National Ice
Cream Day. Take your family to get
ice cream and you’ll find a variety
of flavors. Same with Social Security. Most people think of retirement, but that’s like limiting yourself to vanilla. At Social Security,
we offer a variety of benefits.
Retirement — by far our most
popular flavor. Most people need
about 10 years of work (40 credits)
to qualify for retirement benefits.
You can retire as early as age 62
(generally, benefits are permanently
reduced) or wait until full retirement age (currently age 66, but
gradually increasing to age 67) for
a larger benefit payment. Put off
retirement and earn even more. To
learn more, read When To Start Receiving Retirement Benefits, available at www.socialsecurity.gov/
pubs.
Disability — if you become disabled and unable to work, you may
qualify for Social Security disability benefits. The number of credits
needed depends on how old you are
when you become disabled. Learn
more at www.socialsecurity.gov/
disability.
Survivors — in the unfortunate
event of your early demise, your
family may be eligible for Social
Security survivors benefits. In most
cases, you need to have worked
about 10 years for your surviving
family members to qualify for survivors benefits. Learn more at
w w w. s o c i a l s e c u r i t y. g o v /
survivorplan.
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) — this needs-based
program pays benefits to aged,
blind, and disabled people with low
income and few resources. Find out
more at www.socialsecurity.gov/
ssi.
Your family may be more excited about a trip to the ice cream
parlor than a discussion about benefits, but it’s good to know that Social Security offers a variety of benefits when you need them.
Don’t like ice cream? July 20
was National Lollipop Day, too! So
grab a lollipop and visit
www.socialsecurity.gov. There is so
much you can do online, you’ll feel
like a kid in a candy store. Chances
are you’ll complete your business
before your lollipop.

Social Security
honors veterans

By Kenneth Hogans
Social Security Assistant District Manager in Las Vegas
In the United States, people do a lot to recognize and honor the heroes
who serve in the Armed Forces and those who paid the ultimate sacrifice.
July is an appropriate month to recognize veterans and wounded warriors, as we celebrate our nation’s independence.
On July 12, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed into law a measure to award the U.S. Medal of Honor “to such noncommissioned officers and privates as shall most distinguish themselves by their gallantry in
action, and other soldier-like qualities during the present insurrection.”
The first Medal of Honor went to Private Jacob Parrott during the Civil
War for his role in the Great Locomotive Chase. According to the Congressional Medal of Honor Society, a total of 3,487 medals have been
awarded.
Such recognition is important, but perhaps just as important is awarding Social Security benefits to veterans as well. Earnings for active duty
military service or active duty training have been covered under Social
Security since 1957. Social Security also has covered inactive duty service in the Armed Forces reserves (such as weekend drills) since 1988.
In fact, more than one out of five adult Social Security beneficiaries
has served in the military. Veterans and their families make up 35 percent
of those receiving Social Security.
If you served in the military before 1957, you did not pay Social Security taxes, but you received special credit for some of your service.
You can get both Social Security benefits and military retirement.
Generally, there is no reduction of Social Security benefits because of
your military retirement benefits. You’ll get your full Social Security benefit based on your earnings.
If you served in the Armed Forces and you’re planning your retirement, you’ll want to read our publication, Military Service And Social
Security at www.socialsecurity.gov/pubs. If you are disabled and can no
longer work, you may also want to read our publication, Disability Benefits For Wounded Warriors, available at the same web address. Note that
Social Security offers veterans expedited processing on their applications
for disability benefits.
Another reason July is significant to veterans: on July 3, 1930, Congress signed a bill to authorize the President to issue an executive order
establishing the Veterans Administration, or VA. President Herbert Hoover
signed Executive Order 5398 to create the VA on July 21 of that same
year, 84 years ago. Learn more about the VA and types of benefits it provides at www.va.gov.
Also, you can learn more about military service and Social Security
benefits by visiting the Military Service page for wounded warriors and
veterans at www.socialsecurity.gov/retire2/veterans.htm. Social Security
thanks you for your service, and we hope we can now be of service to
you.

PLACES TO GO
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QUICK GETAWAYS

The Olde New England Hawks Head Tavern
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
and Hawks Head Tavern
Oak Glen is a small village
where you can escape the modern
world.
James Patrick Riley’s early New
England, Georgian-style Hawks
Head Tavern brings an authentic
recreation of life in the 1700s.
As you walk into the tavern, the
Hawk’s Head picture attracts your
attention. The atmosphere continues with all of the staff dressed in
authentic colonial theme clothing.
Even the lighting has the flickering
candles “look.”
You can even watch the Revolutionary War re-enactments from
the tavern’s windows.
The flickering flames in their
exceptionally large fireplace create
a romantic atmosphere during the
winter months.
This is the place to order Lordly
sandwich fare like the Lord,
Bratwurst grilled cheese and Tavern Keeper’s special sandwiches.
The Lord Sandwich provides a
choice of roast beef, ham, turkey or
grilled veggies.
The Bratwurst sandwich mixes
the taste of grilled sausage with
melted Cheddar cheese and grilled
onions.
I enjoyed the Tavern Keeper’s
special filled with grilled roast beef,
melted cheese, sautÈed onions, lettuce, tomatoes, pickles and dressings.
Any of their large servings of
sandwiches, appetizers and almost

Hawk’s Head Tavern offers an authentic atmosphere of the 1700s. (Photo by Hawk’s Head Tavern)

everything on the menu becomes a
meal.
There are Tavern specialties of
chicken pot pie, gourmet macaroni
and cheese, cider-baked ham, and
open-faced roast beef.
One of their traditional meals,
Forfar Bridies, is a Scottish beef pie
baked in a flakey pastry crust.

Their unique Bratwurst sausage
and apples appetizer is not the usual
combination.
Lord sandwiches range from
$7.95-12.95 and the Tavern specialties from $10.95 to $12.95. Breakfasts from $7.95 to $9.95.
The tavern is open for breakfast,
lunch and during their monthly din-

ner theater productions.
Some of the plays include “Legend of Sleepy Hollow” (Thanksgiving), “A Christmas Carol”, (December), Valentine’s Day (February),
“Sherlock Holmes Murder Mystery” (March), “1940’s Big Band
Dance” (September) and more. Seeing these plays feels like spending

time in the early colonies.
While you are at the Hawk’s
Head Tavern, take a walk to the
small strawberry farm next door
and pick-your-own. I was surprised
to see that strawberries grow close
to the ground and are easy to pick.
Oak Glen is known for their
pick-your-own orchards of apples,

(Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

The Tavern Keeper’s Special — Grilled roast beef, melted cheese, sautéed onions topped with lettuce,
tomatoes, pickles and dressings on sour dough bread. (Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

Apple Pie (Photo by Hawk’s Head Tavern)
strawberries and other fruits.
Riley’s Farm, Revolutionary
War Re-creations, pick-your-own
fruit and events are located at 12261
S. Oak Glen Road, Oak Glen, California. For information, call 909)
790-TIME.
Oak Glen is ninety-minutes from
Los Angeles and three-hours from
Las Vegas. Stop for a meal or stay
a few days. Visit websites
www.rileysfarm.com or http://
www.oakglen.com/.
SUGGESTIONS: Do you have a
favorite city in the United States or
around the world? Please send the
reasons for your choice, your name,
telephone number, email and you
may win tickets to a free show or
other prizes. Award winning Sandy
Zimmerman has been involved in
producing television programs,
television commercials and travel
specials for 28 years. Sandy is a
syndicated Show and Dining Reviewer, travel writer, professional
photographer and talk show host of
the Las Vegas Today Show and Discover the Ultimate Vacation travel
specials. For information or questions about any of Sandy’s columns,
contact Sandy Zimmerman: (702)735-5974 or email her at
(Left) Stilton English Cheese dip and Granny Smith apple wedges and Bratwurst Sausage and Granny Smith Apples. (Photo by Sandy Zimmerman) szimmerman@lasvegastribune.com

